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MUSICAL ITEMS. 
- [All matter intended for this Department should be addressed to 
Mrs. Helen D. Tbetbab, Box 2920, New York City.] 
Home. 
Mme. Anna Lahkow gave her first song recital of the 
season at New York on Nov. 21st, assisted by her pupil, 
Miss Mallie Beck. 
The testimonial tour of Theo. Thomas proved a series 
of ovations for that conductor. Mr. Joseffy also carried 
off a large share of the honors. 
Arthur, Nikisch, the conductor of the Boston Sym¬ 
phony, has a magnetic power over his orchestra, and has 
already been the recipient of mnch honor and attention. 
The New York Symphony Society’s first concert was 
given on Nov. 23d. D’Albert was the soloist, and played 
Beethoven’8 fourth concerto. 
Mr. Richard Hoffman was the pianist at the Philhar¬ 
monic Club’s first concert. He played in Brahms’ Trio, 
Op. 101, and Beethoven’s sonata for violin and piano, Op. 
47. ® 
Frederick Grant Gleason has composed a cantata 
for tenor, chorus, orchestra and organ, called the “ Audi¬ 
torium Festival Ode.” This work is to be performed at 
the opening, of the Auditorium, Chicago, December 9th. 
The Clinton (Iowa) Conservatory of Mnsic sends us its 
circular. Eugene Wonrth, the general director, who 
teaches the piano, barmpny and languages, is assisted 
by Guilyn Miles, vocal culture, and Fred Mills, violin 
The New York German Opera Season will commence 
on Nov. 27th, with the “Flying Dutchman,” in which 
Reichmann will make his dtbut in the title r61e. “ The 
Queen of Sheba” will follow, with Lilli Lehmann as the 
queen. 
Bay City, Michigan, possesses a phenomenal contralto 
(boy) in young Master Moore, of the Trinity Church 
choir. Mr. F. E. Childs is the organist, and the sing-^ 
ing of this choir is said to rank very high in thp stand 
of excellence. 
Miss Alvina Friend, a young New York pianist, 
who has spent the last few years abroad studying nnder 
Leschetizki, played at a recent sociable evening of the 
Liederkranz, and met with mnch success. Her choice 
was Liszt’s difficult “ Faust” waltz. 
Miss Etelka Ulassi gave a'piano recital at Steinway 
Hall, Nov. 26th.' Among other selections she played 
Toccata [and Fugue Bach-Tausig; “ Melodic,” Gluck- 
Sgambati; 32 Variations in C minor, Beethoven; Etude 
de Concert in F sharp, Carl Tausig, and “ Tanz Ara¬ 
besque,” No. 1, Rafael Joseffy. 
Mr. H. E. Krehbiel gave a series of four lectures on 
“ Richard Wagner and His Lyric Dramas,” in Brooklyn, 
daring November. He was assisted in the way of illus¬ 
trations by Anton Seidl, piano; Miss Mary Van, 
soprano; W. R. Williams, tenor, and Robert Thallon, 
accompanist. 
The First Annual Meeting of the Pennsylvania State 
Music Teachers’ Association will be held in this city 
during the holidays. The officers have succeeded in 
creating quite an interest among the professors of the 
State, arid a large attendance is expected— 
The first Sarasate-d’ Albert concert at the Metropoli¬ 
tan Opera House, New York, gathered together an 
immense and enthusiastic audience. The orchestra was 
nnder Mr. Dam roach’s leadership, and the two artists 
have been represented as force and grace; d’Albert all 
energy, Sarasate elegance and grace. The pianist chose 
for his initial programme, Chopin’s E minor concerto; 
Humoresque, Op. 6, No. 2, Grieg; Barcarolle, No. 5, 
Rubinstein, and a Stranss-Tansig Waltz. Sarasate was 
heard in the Mendelssohn violin concerto and a Fantasia 
on “ Carmen,” by himself. At the second concert, on 
Nov. 22d, d’ Albert played his own Don Juan Fantasia 
and a Liszt concerto. 
Arthur Foote, of Boston, was the pianist at the first 
Beethoven String Quartette concert in New York on 
Nov.. 21st. The programme included Brahms’ piano 
quartette in G minor, and Miss Emily Winant sang sev¬ 
eral songs. 
Foreign. 
Mr. and Mrs. Henschel are singing in Hamburg, 
and arousing much enthusiasm. 
Massenet is in Brussels, where his “ Esclarmonde ” 
is to be given at the Theatre de la Monnaie. 
Saint-Saens is hard at work on his opera, Ascanio,” 
to be given early next year at the Paris Grand Opera. 
Mme. Viardot-Garcia has bequeathed the original 
score of Mozart’s “ Don Giovanni ” to the Conservatoire 
Library. 
_Gounod intends visiting Russia this winter for the 
purpose of giving concerts of his own works at St. 
Petersburg and Moscow. 
A new piano concerto by Anton Rubinstein has just 
been published. Its three movements—in A flat, E flat 
and G flat, respectively—flow into one. The work ex¬ 
hibits Rubinstein’s,gift of melody and powerful fancy. 
The Queen of Italy has brought about th (^transcription 
and publishing of several ancient musical MSS. existing 
in a Venice library.' They are by Stradella, Clari and 
others. 
The tenor Alvary has signed a ten-years’ contract 
with Manager Pollini of Hamburg. He is to sing three 
months of every year at Hamburg, and travel the.rest of 
the year under Pollini’s direction. 
The fiftieth anniversary of Verdi’s first opera was 
celebrated on November 17th, at Genoa. A new musical 
institute, to which the composer’s name was given, was 
inaugurated on the occasion. 
It is reported that Siegfried Wagner has resolved to 
devote himself to music as his vocation, and in time to 
become the conductor of the Bayreuth festivals. He 
will commence his studies at the Raff Conservatory, 
Frankfort- on- the-Main. 
PUBLISHER’S NOTES. 
We are now in the midst of the teaching season, which 
is proving to be above the average in activity. The 
prosperity of a country can be judged by the attention 
paid to music. Music is one of the first things curtailed 
if times grow hard, and indulgence in it begins with 
prosperity. We hear good reports from teachers from 
all parts of the country, not only that more activity is 
shown but better mnsic is being used and more earnest¬ 
ness shown in its study. The quality of, works issued by 
our publishers is another sign that music of a high order 
is being appreciated. The public demand even a high 
order of light music. A waltz now must contain real 
musical sentiment to pass muster. The popular writers 
of easy music of the present produce much better music 
than those of twenty years ago. Mack, Grobe and Kin- 
kel are vastly inferior to Bohm, Lichner and Gurlitt. 
The taste for the modern writer like Moszkowski, Schar- 
wenka, De Wilm, Rubinstein, Grieg, etc., is transcen- 
dentally above, in a musical if not a technical sense, 
such popular writers of twenty years ago as Herz, Goria, 
Beyer, Ketterer, Cramer, etc. In every direction we 
turn our view signs of progress are to be seen. The 
elementary works are everything that can be desired. 
The popularity of the cheap classical editions of Peters, 
Litolff, etc., speaks volumes for musical progress. The 
age of elegant editions—good paper, fine printing, close 
fingering, etc.—is a sign that earnest study is in progress. 
The prosperity of such a journal as The Etude, which 
has always been high in its standard, is notrunworthy of 
mention in this connection. 
The teachers, publishers and journalists have great 
power in shaping the musical tastes of the people and 
may each assist in doing a part toward the continued 
elevation of the good and worthy in music. 
We have published in neat pamphlet form the two 
essays “On Teaching and Teaching Reform,” by 
Albert R. Parsons and Constantin Sternberg, read at 
M. T. N. A. meeting last summer., These essays are 
strikingly original and were considered by many the 
finest ever read' before the Association. They are emi¬ 
nently practical, dealing with matters of interest to every 
teacher. We deem them worthy to be classed among 
the permanent musical literature. Let every teacher 
who has not read these lectures procure them at once. 
They sell for 26 cents, under one cover. 
The success of the, “Musical Mosaics,” by W. F 
Gates, is unprecedented. The first edition is entirely 
exhausted and the second edition is now on the market. 
The work is unique. It is at once inspiring, instructive 
and entertaining. It is filled with the wisest sayings on 
pHisic, covering every conceivable topic. The book is 
pnisof the handsonrestrever issued. The paper, print- 
inland binding are of the very best. 'As a Holiday 
Present it cannot be excelled. It will please a teacher, 
pupil or lover of music. In selecting yonr Christmas 
gifts include this handsome volume; it will surely 
please. 
■ This is the time to get up clubs for The Etude. The' 
prospectus, which we print in this issue, will give fall 
details. It must be remembered that any one can pro¬ 
cure their subscription free by sending four subscriptions 
at- full rates. Scarcely a teacher, by canvassing among 
his or her class, could not^send this many. It is shown 
by-experience that those pupils who take The Etude 
do better work. 
We are willing to send to any who desire to extend 
the circulation of The Etude a handle of sample copies 
Fhere are more snbscrij ions cpire thi no th 
hai any time -1 the j m and tl is m&l es i a good! me 
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The first book of our School of Four-hand Playing 
we expect out spon after the first of January. As stated 
in last issue, this work will be in three or four volumes 
of from thirty to fifty pages each, in sheet music form. 
The first book will be on five notes in the upper hand. 
The other book will be selections from the very best 
authors; the,whole will be closely graded; This work 
can accompany any course of piano study. It will be 
useful to any piano student. The greatest care is being 
taken to make it everything that can be desired in four- 
hand music. We will now receive,orders for first book 
at 25 cents. Cash must accompany each order, in order 
to procure this deduction. 
The testimonials which accompany the-Publisher’s 
Notes show the high regard teachers hold for our publi¬ 
cation. Perhaps the most important on pianP ever issued, 
is Mason’s “ Touch and Technic,’1- by means of the two- 
finger exercise. Teachers who have for years been oscil- 
ating from one method to another, find the Mason 
system just what is wanted. It is a system that is en¬ 
dorsed by the highest authority. He is considered the 
greatest technicarian living. He has made a greater 
impress on thepiano-teaching world than any musician 
of pur time. His ideas of technic are for every one, and 
let every teacher who reads The Etude study his last 
work—“Touch and Technic.” It has been printed in 
full in The Etude in September, October and November 
issues. 
The “ Study of the Piano,” by H. Parent, is the latest 
book we have issued. It is a real piano primer. It deals 
with everything relating to piano-playing, in the form 
of questions and answers. If you are in need of a 
primer, don’t use Jousse or Burrows’ and the like. They 
were well enough when we had nothing better, twenty 
years ago. This new work would be well to be studied 
by every young teacher. It is filled with ideas on piano 
study. It is bound in cloth and retails for $1.00. Our 
supplement, “The Virtuoso,” can be had on fine paper 
at 10 cents each. 
— TESTIMONIALS. 
The “on sale” music, together with the music I or¬ 
dered, is here in good condition and in good time. Your 
plan of sending carefully selected lots of music to teaehers, 
with privilege of returning at the end of the teaching 
year what they cannot use, is good for the teachers. 
Especially is it an advantage to those teachers who do 
not have access to music stores, but who, nevertheless, 
want to use the best music. Your experience in teach¬ 
ing and in supplying teachers of all grade with music, 
your promptness and care in filling orders, and your fair 
dealing generally make you a very satisfactory man to 
deal with. Yours truly, W. B. Kinnear.’ 
Canfield, Ohio. 
“The Etude I cannot speak too highly of." I am ac¬ 
quainted with the best German and English musical 
papers, and prefer The Etude to any of them. It is my 
experience that those pupils who regularly take The 
Etude show more interest and do better work than those 
who do not.” O. R. Skinner. 
It is a pleasure th*fee times to find a man or a firm who 
can send you what you want, when you want it, and where 
you want it; and after an experience of several years, 
without failures, am prepared to believe that that person 
and firm is Theo. Presser, 1704 Chestnut street, Phila¬ 
delphia. Respectfully, J. H. Simonds. 
I am using “ Twenty Studies for the Pianoforte,” by 
Anton Strelezki, with several pupils. They are exceed¬ 
ingly practical. I have found nothing better to get 
pupils out of the habit of playing everything with the 
same touch and mode of delivery. They are an incen¬ 
tive to the pupil to use the right touch in the right place, 
and their greatest value, probably, consists in that they 
offer short examples in which most of the various forms 
of piano touch may be effectively employed. As music 
they are quite interesting. E. Brockmann. 
Columbia, S. C. ' . . , 
I ean honestly say that I am more than satisfied with 
the Strelezki Studies, Vol. ii> In style and expression 
they surpass anything I have ever seen of that degree of 
. difficulty. •• Mrs. L. H. Sevard. 
Watertown, Mass. 
I have received the October Etude, also Dr. Clarke’s 
“ Piano Instructor.” It is-the best I have seen. Will 
write later of it. Yours truly, - M. Wolff. 
. New York. ' - . f - ' ' 
I am very much pleased with\“ The Art of Pianoforte 
Playing.’’ Please send pie another of the same, and very 
,"•< be « ninently jutted to th< se fc -g an ng th< stud if 
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the favor it so well deserves, I am sincerely .yours, 
Fayette, Iowa. J. W. Ruggles. 
I was pleased to examine the copy of “ Musical Mo¬ 
saics ” which T recently received from you. I think all 
music stsdeUtB should have this volume within-.reach, on 
their study-table or piano. To readyjaow and then, one 
of the good thoughts therein containea gives oneanoble 
sentiment on which to ponder. AH these great thoughts 
about music are inspiring. Thohas Tapper, Jr. 
Boston. 
The three copies of “ Musical Mosaics-reached me in 
good condition. As to the work itself, it. has surpassed 
all my expectations, and I consider it- of great value to 
musicians, and also to any vrho may feel interested in 
music. I am sure it will meet with success. 
New York City. . Abbie H. Cushman. 
The “Musical Mosaics” is received, and it is indeed a 
valuable work. Musical quotations are always difficult 
to find, and now we have them in this beautiful form, 
and I, for one, thank Mr. Presser for giving us the op¬ 
portunity of adding to our mnsical library this book at 
so low a price. 
My experience in- dealing with Mr. Presser has been 
most satisfactory, and has proved that one can depend 
upon what'he advertises. ■_ Louise Parker.— 
Kansas City, Mo. 
I hasten-to acknowledge the receipt of the beautiful 
book you kindly sent me, entitled “Musical Mosaics.” 
An examination of it has afforded me much pleasure. I 
think it must be of great use to musicians and to friends 
of music, for it is instructive as well as entertaining. 
The editor has reaped his mosaics from a rich and wide 
field, and has manifested excellent judgment in their 
selection. The thoughtful student who puts these 
maxims and truths into life and act will surely experi¬ 
ence the most desirable results. William Mason. 
New York. lt - * 
Gates’ “Musical Mosaics” is a book that every 
sincere music student and teacher should own. In it 
will be found much, that elevates taste. To exalt the 
emotions to loftier expression and vivify the glowing 
passions of dramatic music, to subordinate the subtle, to 
intensify the important—upon all these and numerous 
other factors of art production and reproduction will the 
reader find valuable advice and rich treasures from the 
various master minds. I' hope thatjthe book will be as 
freely read as it deserves to be. It will always have the 
hearty support of Ad. M. Foerster. 
Pittsburgh. 
-Piease send me again half a dozen copies of Mason’s 
“Touch and Technic.” 
Bewildered by many and voluminous instruction books, 
and the confusing multitude of exercise collections (many 
sterile and poor, a few meritorious, but all supposed 
necessary evils), Mr. Mason’s last work will prove a 
godsend to the young teacher. 
It presents in most concise and lncid manner all the 
material necessary for the development of the strength 
and elasticity requisite for a true legato and a crisp 
staccato touch. It imparts at once to the earnest student 
a consciousness of all varieties of finger-action, proving 
its superiority in recognizing beauty and singing quality 
of tone as prime objects, the first element to be attained 
by a liberal dose of exercises in clinging touch. 
One almost becomes jealous of the young teacher and 
the student of the present generation, wnose work is 
rnade^ easier and whose success Barer by ope year in 
Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” than our three years’ 
weary toil through a combination of Plaidy, Koehler and 
Czerny, etc., thirty years ago. 
It will give me pleasure, all gratitude to the author, to 
recommend his work without reserve to all my acquaint¬ 
ances, and to assist in its introduction as far as my 
influence reaches. — ' Max Leckner. 
Indianapolis. 
My dear Dr. Mason:—Let me congratulate yfu heart¬ 
ily on your new work, “Touch and Technic.’’ Its fterusal was a perfect revelation to me. And so abso- 
utely convinced am I of the eminence and superiority of 
your work that I will not rest until every piano teacher 
and pupil of my acquaintance has read it. It is the 
“L’indispensable du pianist.” 
Be assured that nobody will study your “ Touch and 
Technic” more thoroughly and faithfully than your 
admirer, Bruno Oscar Klein. 
New York. 
I have received “ Touch and Technic,” and am more 
than pleased. It is just what I have wasted for years, 
“Mason’s Technics” has been so expensive that I 
have often been unwilling to ask a pupil to buy the book- 
simply for the “two-finger exercises,” and consequently 
have rClied on oral instruction in such cases; 
rl  _ ri m r 
mnch oblige. Yours respectfully, E. W. Lamsden. 
Cairo, III. 
Friend Presser:—I have just had the pleasure of ex¬ 
amining your new publication, “The Art of Pianoforte 
Playing,” by .Hugh A. Clarke. As to the typographical 
appearance, it is perfect.—The—page~is-4arge and the 
print clear and easy for the eye. j^The work is one that 
With your fine edition,-I think any careful student can 
master the “two-finger exercises ’’ alone. The plateB 
are much superior to anything I have seen before. 
■ Portland, Me. ■ . ■■ Frank L. Rankin. 
l am glad that Dr. Mason’s system of “ Touch and 
Technichas been issued in the neat, concise and attrac¬ 
tive form in which you publiatait. 
. With its plain explanatory teit, illustrations and exer¬ 
cises, ancT; withal, very reasonable price, it deserves to 
-find-theTwidest acceptance with piano students And music 
teachers, and,to that end I hope it may have all success. 




Thebe is no greater bane to the life, of the music teacher 
than the careless pupil; wW tends to shorten the tutor’s 
days upon the planet and hasten the time when heavenly 
choirsonly will engagehisattenflbxs. It is less gallant 
than truthful to state that the fair pupil is most apt to 
thus embitter the teacher’s existence. If she is a mem¬ 
ber of particularly “swell ” society she is still more apt to 
be a weariness to her instructor. To this rule there are, 
of course, bright and gracious exceptions, but these only 
serve to prove the rule. In the richly furnished precincts 
of her own parlor the fair pupil, favored of fortune, is 
very often'inattentive and prone to carelessness, particu¬ 
larly in the matter of practicing the requisite number of 
hours or half hours. She therefore comes to her lesson 
showing no progress, and so the teacher loses heart, and 
succeeding lessons only add to his disappointment. 
The dilatory pupil is, another terror of the music 
room. Where a teacher’s engagement book is well 
filled, one laggard can derange the whole day’s appoint¬ 
ments. The fair one comes to her lesson fifteen or 
twenty minutes late. With her, time is not money, but 
something in which to crowd as much enjoyment as pos¬ 
sible. She has a caller, or she has encountered some 
congenial damsels and the fleeting minutes have gone by 
unheeded, while the teacher has fumed and fretted, and 
probably shattered the commandment forbidding pro¬ 
fanity. For him the day is spoiled, the next pupil’s time 
is apt to be trenched upon, and the sun goes down on the 
wrath of the long-suffering man of notes and scales. 
The careless pupil should remember that she is but' one 
of many, and that the teacher’s time belongs equally 
to all.—Philadelphia Music Journal. 
UFWURTHY TEACHERS. 
Find a teacher who has an inner and high appreciation 
of music, but who possesses not that nobility of soul 
which will endure suffering rather than betray truth. 
Put such a man in contact with the weakness and per¬ 
versities of humanity, he will shut himself up from them 
in a proud, selfish exclusiveness. His gatcqns and his 
pupils may have their pound of flesh, but not one drop of 
blood. He laughs as he finishes his brilliant pupils. He 
may even shudder as he hears their soulless and mechani¬ 
cal performances, but he will pocket his fees and will 
trouble himself very little about inner feeling, or whether 
they use the emotional power of music for proper ends. 
J. H. Knowles. 
THE PIAHO IS THE PROGRESS OF MUSIC. 
•"<£ b 
0 • . ” 
Pianoforte composition holds a considerable place in 
the modern history of Music; in it the first dawn of a 
new musical genius is-generally displayed. The most 
talented composers of the present day are pianists; a fact 
that has been observed during former epochs. Bach 
and H'andel, Mozart and. Beethoven, all grew up at the 
pianoforte; and like sculptors who first model their 
statneB in small, Boft masses, they may often have 
sketched at this instrument whatthey afterwards-worked 
out in grander orchestral forms. Since their time the 
pianoforte has been improved to a high degree of com¬ 
pletion. Side by side with the continually progressive 
mechanism, with the broader sweep and 'swing which 
composition gained’ through Beethoven, the instrument 
has gained in compass and significance.—Schumann. 
If our art is not to sink entirely to the level of trade, 
commerce and fashion, the training for it mast be com¬ 
plete, intelligent and really artistic.-—Marx. 
There are three motives that move men in art labors, 
viz., Love for mobey, love for fame and love for truth. 
The~man who labors .only for money is selfish ; he who 
sacrifices all for fame is foolish; he who lives for- the 
truth is the true disciple. He may not become rich, he 
may not gather fame, but he. is an honest man, and . the 
consciousness of this fact is worth more than money or 
fame.—Merz. 
X. 
£ [Fob: The Etudh.] 
MUSICIANS’ HANDS. 
BY H. O. 8WAZEY. 
What student, struggling with scales and exercises, 
who has heart one of the masters of art rendering with 
brilliant and equal touch the Beethoven G major Con¬ 
certo, tossing off a Caprice of Chopin’s with airy ease, 
and a colossal Rhapsody of Liszt’s, but has experienced 
the discouraged feeling that technic itself is a natural 
“gift.” 
There is much, indeed, that is perplexing about musi¬ 
cal technic, but nothing that is at all mysterious.. Power 
of hand, suppleness of joint, freedom of wrist and sus- 
ah inch in diameter, according to the tension of the 
muscles, and one large cork of, perhaps, twa inches in 
diameter, Place these corks between the fingers, as in¬ 
dicated in Fig. 1, and bend the fingers back and forth 
from the small joints, as shown in Fig. 2. 
When this has been practiced vigorbusly from'one to 
three-minutes ^ith each hand successively, remove the 
corks and stretch the fingers as far apart as possible, as in 
Fig. 3. Imagine that the hand is held together by a rub¬ 
ber band where the dotted line runs at the base of the 
rtuta::**: 
:r 
in Fig. 6, press the finger slowly and firmly backward, 
changing the pressure by sliding the thumb little bv little 
from the base of the finger to its tip. Let the thumbs 
and fingers of both hands have their full share of the 
exercise, for it will be of value to them. 
Now, one or two exercises to strengthen the fingers; 
for although the exercises already given aid in making 
the hand powerful, their primary use is to .help them to 
become free and supple. 
Double the hand into a fist and from this position, of 
Fig. 6, thrust them out straight, Fig. 7, using as much 
force as possible. Take, also, a similar movement from 
the position of Fig. 8, in which the fingers are bent only 
at the middle joint and the thumb is curled in closely 
against the forefinger. Repeat this exercise thirty or 
forty times in succession. 
But perhaps _ the most valuable of the strengthening 
exercises is taken with the aid of a turned stick, about a 
foot and a hal^long and an inch or two in diameter. 




tained control of fingers are its leading factors, and can 
be acquired by every hand not actually deformed. 
The practice of scales, exercises and studieg under the 
direction of a competent instructor, is, of course, neces¬ 
sary, but a glance at the anatomy of the hand suggests a 
supplementary gymnastic training which will greatly 
shorten the incalculable drudgery by which the hand is 
trained before it can so much as essay the interpretation 
of classical masterpieces. 
.--V- 
(Fig. 4.) ' | 
fingers, and suppose this rubber cord to be at full stretch. 
Then, by almoBt imperceptible degrees, loosen the tension 
on the band, thus relieving the strain upon the muscles, 
and allowing the fingers gradually and gently to be pulled 
together until the hand is in a relaxed, and what is usually 
called the “ natural,” position. It is needless to say 
that these exercises should be taken a number of times 
every day. . 
When a good beginning has been made with the two 
exercises given, it will be well to continue with the 
“ freeing” exercises for the fingers. 
Take, then, the forefinger of each hand firmly between 
the thumb and forefinger of the other hand and shake it 





The tight ligaments and tendinous sheaths, which ex¬ 
tend across the hand transversely offer the greatest 
resistance to freedom of movement. These muBt be 
stretched gradually, that no strain or stiffness may ensue, 
but resolutely, by daily exercises. 
For this purpose obtain three straight corks, about 
three-quarters of an inch long and from half an inch to 
(Fig. 6.) 
Repeat with each finger and the thumb, and, because 
the thumb is a particularly refractory member of the 
hand’s commonwealth, it must be given additional work. 
For this purpose place the hand in the position desig¬ 
nated by Fig. 4, and compel the thumb to rotate on its 
axis from right to left and from left to right, drawing 
imaginary circles which shall be as nearly perfect as pos¬ 
sible. Then place the forefinger and middle finger of 
one hand on the palmar surface of the finger of one hand, 
and with the thumb on its dorsal surface, as represented 
Place the thumb of the hand on one side and the four 
fingers on the other side, as in Fig. 9- Raise one finger 
as high as possible and let it drop like a hammer. Try 
.to obtain command of the finger at the knuckle joint and 
practice in a musical tempo. The exercise can hardly 
be used too much, and practiced thoughtfully and faith¬ 
fully will aid the student to a marked extent in acquiring 
a firm and equal fingering. Take the exercise for each 
finger separately, and for the first and middle finger and 
the middle and little fingers together, meanwhile keeping 
the other fingers immovable. 
But the wrist still remains uneared for, and, unless a 
“ wrist bar ” is at hand, the following exercises will be 
more useful than any others for imparting to the wrist 
the poise and freedom, lacking which all movements of 
the hand are constrained and awkward. 
(Fig. 8.) 
Place the hands, palm down, upon a tableTtEe'middle 
fingers touching each other at the tips, and the forearm 
at right angles with the wrist. N ow sway the body, keeping 
meanwhile, the feet fixed firmly upon the floor, until the 
forearms are brought into the same straight line with the 
wrists and hands. Rotate also the wrists upon their 
axes, and bend them energetically from right to left, 
from left to right, and forward and backward. 
These gymnastic exercises should precede the daily 
piano exercises, and piano practice should be both fol¬ 
lowed and precedefthy the “freeing” exercise known to 
all musicians, and which consists in shaking the hands up 
and down and-sideways from the wrists and knuckle 
joints with the motion of flirting drops of water from the 
fingers. Shake them until, the fingers fall limp and 
heavy, like little bags half filled with sand. 
(Fig. 3.) (Fig. 6.) 
(Fig. 9.) - 
There are other exercises for rendering the hands 
elastic and strong which will suggest themselves to the 
ingenious student, but those which have been here col¬ 
lected from a variety of different^ sources are sufficient^ 
if taken correctly and persistently^in .connection ;tnth 
pianoforte'practice, to form in a comparatively 
time the “musician’s, hand ” which must comMne. the: 
lightness of ;a feather with the weight of, lead* the^abft 
ness of velvet with the hardness of steel, the pliancy <>f 
wax with the inflexibility of marble, and the ireeaoih 
of wings with the control of fetters. 
CRITICISM OF PUPILS. pungent, like pepper, which in the best cookery is only parts of the instrument, in consequence of the heavy ten- 
a flavoring, not a chief ingredient. sion of the strings, amounting to fifteen tons or more.' re." 
To compliment with accuracy, and to utter*discriminate Very few pianos are so solidly made as to Btand this for 
In our development of taste in art there are three ing but temperate estimates, that is the badge of the true any considerable series of years without cracking the 
stages; in the first we are. bewildered by a rushing critic. * John S. Van Cleve. sounding-board. The Steinways had a style of regulat- 
throhg of exalting impressions; in the second, we have 
gained also some technical details of knowledge, and 
what is worse, contact with some cynical snob has given 
us a fear that enthusiasm is the badge of rawness, where¬ 
fore vanity has lifted her head and taught us to think 
more of displaying our familiarity with the matter in 
LETTERS TO TEACHERS. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
From a long list of important questions I am able to 
lat¬
ing screw for controlling the tension of the sounding- 
board. By means of this they at one time supposed 
themselves to be able to counteract the effects of shrink¬ 
age. The principal loss of tone in pianos is due to the 
hammers becoming worn. 
4. I do hot know. 
5. The Stuttgart method is that embodied in Lebert hand than - of rightly deciding betwixt beauties^ and answer only these few at this time. For some weeks & ^ Stufctgart ethod is that e bodied in ebert 
defects, for it is so easy to have an owlish appearance of past I have been extremely hard at work upon a new an(j g^^gi jn8tracti0n book. In my opinion, it is 
deep wisdom to those still more ignorant than ourselves, book, called A Hundred Years o . usic in merica, vitiated by false conceptions, but this I will take up when 
by an occasional well-timed hoot of dismal disapproval; now nearly ready. It is an enlargement and amplifier j hay(J more time< 
to sit, solemn and blinking, in the hollow tree of supposed tion of the work began by Mr. J. Harley roc , nn er g j am not prepared to give a graded course of Liszt’s 
1 _ it _ i'll _ _ f H A 11_—A? 11".. -! 1 7/ T« U 
>
u a k o
learning, and chide, at lazy intervals, the shortcomings of the title of Album of Musical ducators. n conse- I generally use Bigoletto, first, because, although 
a performer. There are not wanting amateurs who win quence of my absorption o time up ,i t is ve ^ere are severa| other pieces easier, this one is very in¬ 
great estimation for rigid taste and limitless acquaint- neglected many friends of The Etude circles. After this testing, and it is a splendid exercise.* An easier one 
ance with music by simply asserting, in brief ex cathedra month I will resume my letters as usu . is the Consolation in E ; this can be done in the fourth 
nhrases, “ Beethoven is the only man for the orchestra,” Ques. 1.—Could Bach play “Bach”? I doubt it. grade. “ Thou Art the Rest” can be done in the fifth p
or “ Bach is the chief of contrapuntists,” or “ Wagner 
is t  s l ti  i   ; t i  i  t  f rt  
. n i t  
Ques.2-18 there any printed instruction anywhere d a£J algQ can the «, Serenade.” “Hark, Hark, the 
on the m*nner of playing Gottschalk s ‘ Last Hope ? ® J, . ,, w ,, 
has the greatest dramatic genius among musicians, or j alway8 feel iike a f00i trying to make anything out of Lark,” m the sixth grade, asalso the Wanderer.” The 
“ no one ever equaled Mozart in pure genius,” or, per- the last two pages. “Polonaise” in E, “ Taraptelle” from Venice and 
haps, that pet dictum of silly, purring self-satisfaction, Ques. 3.—I have heard that piano sounding-boards Jfo,ple8j and “ Faust Waltz” are concert pieces, which 
“there are only three instrumental composers worth spoi^by^age.g If jiot^damage , shonl they not improve any advanced student can play with alot of patience and 
listening to, Bach, Beethoven and Schumann. These ^J^^Why is Czerney’s Op. 807 left out of all much practice. 
are the loud frogs whose croakings affright the student catalogues ? It is one of his best works, and contains 7. If you mean by figures that every note is to have a 
The third stage of artistic development is that of on'e hundred studies. It may be you never saw the work, finger mark over it, I say it is not necessary. There are 
balanced and rounded scholarship, of serene connois- 
seursbip, and the still, deep happiness in art which 
immeasurably transcends either the effervescence of Liszt? 
anQu“n5.t--What JtheSe£gart method * principles of fingering according to scale and passage 
Ques. 6.—-Will you give briefly a graded course of work. Occasionally a passage is very simple with one 
fingering and very difficult with another, in this case the 
t^fi °a'es ? k°W Can ^°U’ teaC^ ^nfler* easier is the right fingering. Never mark the fingering 
Whv0IoesSon rive exercises with dimin- of 8 PaS8aS8 the second'time it occurs in a piece ; if the 
youth or the acetous stage of pride and self conscious- _ Ques. *7.- How do yon, or how can yon, teach finger- easjer jgthe right fingering. Never mark the fingering 
ness. Nothing is more perilous than to trust the judg- “^P^g^Lw tloeS gi  & § j ;  
ment of raw half-leammg. Clergymen say that an ighe(J sevenths bafore dominant sevenths, devoting nine- pupil studies properly, the fingering is learned with the 
appointment to a parish in a college town is to be teen pages to the former and only ten to the latter? Is notes. “ 
dreaded, and what holds good in the general world of th©.diminished seventh more important harmonically and Mason’s system of diminished sevenths with the har- 
education appertains no less to the special world of forn^°®erqp^^®eIftT,_.nivnRn t namp the three dimin- monic changes gives rise to every possible four-toned 
musical learning. 
Ques.-9.—For convenience, I name the three dimin 
8. as ’s s ste  f i i is e  se e t s it  t  har¬ 
ished sevenths—A, B and E. I have never yet seen arpeggio. 
A teacher, in giving a lesson, should be absolutely them so named in any book. Is it not just as correct as 9. Mason names the diminished sevenths for practice 
bigoted in his purism, and like the inexorable laws of to name them F#, C# and B, as Mason does? I notice ^cording to the note with which they begin. What he 
the Medes and Persians as to the striving after that note a® ttem 1D th® vanous bo0 8 or caUs the “ C position” of the diminished sevenths 
perfection which is the ideal of all, though attained by qd|S- jq.—Why does Mason and the A. C. M. require really an inversion of a diminished seventh of F sharp, 
none; nevertheless, to carp and crow over a blurred arpeggio practice with each hand separately, ascending The “A position” is also from the same chord. E is 
measure at a student’s recital, to shake the head dismally with one and descending with the other hand? right. While there are fifteen diminished seventh chords 
at a few dropped stitches in the musical embroidery, to Ans. 1.—Most certainly he could. The difficulty of in musical theory, there are only three upon the key- 
sit stony and inert, because an amateur has not the playing Bach at the present time is due to the change of board, all the others being different positions of these 
abandon of an artist, labels one a pedant, and shows that style in musical thought which has taken place since or enharmonic changes from them. Mason’s idea is to 
only the second degree of connoisseurship has been Bach’s day. Almost everything oftiBach’s is contra- use these arpeggios for practice at a period too early in 
reached. To Bay that a student does not play like an puntal, contrapnntally inclined, or polyphonic. The the child’s progress for the ratheraSvanqed theory which 
artist is to- say that two and two constitute the number soprano is only a little more important than the other WOuld be necessary for treating theta accurately from this 
four, or with equal profundity, that half an apple is voices. Each one of these—whether bass, alto, tenor— standpoint. 
smaller than the entire fruit. The judgment which sees has to be melodically thought and played with a melodic 10. Arpeggio practice is required with the hands 
defects with the distinctness of a microscope, yet compre- quality of tonch. separately, because in this way the inequality of touch 
hends the excellencies against which these specks are In modern music since Mozart, monophony prevails; between the two hands is more apt to be perceived, and» 
relieved, which assigns to all the minutiae of a perform- there is a lyric melody more often in the soprano than the pupil, having less to attend to, is more apt to play 
ance the correct relative importance, that judgment will, anywhere else, but occasionally in the alto or bass, clearly and well with each hand. Thus the left hand is 
in the case of nearly all rightly-prepared performances, Everything else is accompaniment to this melody. It is brought iflto immediate comparison with the right, 
even of the trembling student, be made, in large part, -of basedppon harmonic and rhythmic ideas, but,- as a rule, whereas, when both play together, the left hand is allowed 
commendation. All comment of a teacher should be an there is no melody outside of the principal one of the to shuffle along as best it can. In fact, about half the 
amalgam of censure and condemnation. piece. Nearly all studies for the. pi&no are written in playing one hears now seems to be run upon this prin- 
Two of the most valuable metallic substances in the this way; the left hand occasionalljrhas running work ciple. ** * 
world are compounds, viz., bronze and bell-metal; so the of some kind, but it is passage work, thought in groups, ~ ” — 
best criticism is a well-wrought compound of favorable as so many octaves of scale, or arpeggio, and so on, and —Thebe is a process by which teachers can print 
and unfavorable remark. WhenTread in the newspaper not as melody; hence the difficulty of flaying Bach, 
that the students'attempted music too difficult for them, as said, is the difficulty of re-acquiring this old method ^ q hundred or more programmes dan be 
- t 
- i r  i t r ri t 
* _n •1 1_fi.1_r • T_ • 
 a m au i .in m i r mn n n proce88- Qne c
itiaatonce clear that the critic is determined to set forth of musical thought, and of training the hand so that it taken from a written copy in an hour or less. \ We have 
in illuminated letters the fact that he IB one of the will promptly respond. We are all more or less right- ~a circular setting forth everything relating to it. Send 
government gangers of technical difficulty. Of course handed; the left hand stands around meekly to Wait for for it* ___ 
I  
u
the pieces are too hard if the student is to be judged on the right hand. That Bach could play Bach is certain, ^ no ^ ^ formg q{ which wear . , fl0< 
the scale of the highest artists, for a great artist like because it iB on record that he improvised fugues in five and g0 gitguaively as music. ModniatSuns, cadences, 
Rubinstein cap play such a tiny work as a Mendelssohn and Bix parts with all sorts of complications. progressions of intervals and harmo1 !es become se obao- 
“ Song without words ” in so wonderful a way as to show 2. The last four pages of “ Last Hope” are mere jingle, lete in fifty or even thirty years, that the composer of 
his supreme superiority as clearly, if not as lompletely, that do not say anything. The right hand plays a lot of gg* invent new purely ica feat U1 that 
as in a Concerto. There iB, to be Sure, a limit to the pretty runs, and the left hand puts in a chord now and fcan justly be said of a n ss of co mpositions v ich stood 
difficulty of the music which studei is should attempt at then. There is nothing in it but tinkle-tankle. It is far above the average of tlxaii lay is that they once were 
each erade of their development, but it is a foregone con- sweetened water, taken in a teaspoon ; all yon can do is beautiful. The fancy dlNhe artist of genius discovers, 
, . . x . .. . . A ... , , ’ , • -11 imnmr the infinite number of p&ssible combinations, those 
elusion that they will not equal a consummate artist m to make it very sweet, and be sure the spoon is will thht we the mosrehotee and hidden, and works them into 
delivery, so why harp on that. Weigh out, as in an scoured up. noyej mn8ical forms, which though they are purely the 
apothecary’s scales, the terms of your praise, hut do not 3. A piano sounding-board may improve by age, offspring of his ovrn-free'will,- seem;^connected, by an 
he chary of them, remembering always that blame is the same as a violin, were it not for the pressure of other invisible thread, with the dictates : necessity. Hanslick. 
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THE EEQUISEMEJTTS OF MODEM PIANO- 
FOETE TEGHilO. 
BT J. 0. FILLMORE. 
I do not intend to speak, in the present article, of the 
technic demanded of the modern concert pianist, but 
rather to inquire what kind of technic is necessary to 
become a good player for purely musical purposes. If 
one desires merely to be abler to interpret properly the 
best and most significant pianoforte music now current, 
to what technical points muBt he give most careful atten¬ 
tion? That is the prime question. 
It will be readily granted that the three pianoforte com¬ 
posers of the last half-century'whose works are most sig¬ 
nificant and important, are Schumann, Chopin and Men¬ 
delssohn. What are the prime characteristics in the 
style of all three? What are the technical demands on 
the player who would interpret them ? Is it not as plain 
as day that these qualities are two: (1) lyric quality 
and (2) discriminative emphasis f Take Schumann, for 
example. Look at the best of the Fantasy pieces : Op. 
12, the Forest Scenes ; Op. 82, the Novelettes; Op. 21, 
the Ereisleriana, the Arabeske, the Blumenstiick. All 
these are within the reach of any talented young player, 
in city or country, if properly taught. But what are 
their prevalent technical qualities? Lyric style and dis¬ 
criminative emphasis. The same thing is true of the 
Chopin Nocturnes and, to a considerable extent, of the 
Mazurkas and Waltzes. The Mendelssohn “ Songs with¬ 
out Words” exemplify the same qualities remarkably. 
So do many other works of this author. I do not say 
that these are all the technical points involved in these 
works; but they certainly are the most prominent ones, 
the mastery of which is indispensable to their proper 
interpretation. 
Now, what are the requirements of lyric playing? First 
and foremost, the production of a pure tone. This depends 
absolutely upon the touch of the player. And the prime 
quality in a good touch is independence of finger, the 
individualization of the fingers—the power to determine 
the whole nervous force of the fiexors of the forearm into 
any one finger, while all the others are perfectly in repose. 
The least rigidity, the least nervous constriction about the 
hand or arm iB fatal to the quality of tone. When the player 
telegraphs to any given finger to perform a given motion, 
he must be able to refrain from telegraphing to any other 
finger to do anything whatever. The rest are to be abso¬ 
lutely quiescent and wait their turn. A hand thus quiet, 
elastic, flexible, admits of the firmest and most powerful 
stroke, or rather pulling-in pressure (for that is the indis¬ 
pensable basis of a good .tonch), which any one finger 
can produce when impelled by the whole force of the 
muscles which flex all the fingers. This is the first thing 
to be done—to acquire the ability to use any given finger 
to its fullest capacity without disturbing any other. 
This is the basis of lyric style and also of the attain¬ 
ment of discriminative emphasis. The two qualities 
may'or may not be combined in any given piece. Lyric 
style implies simply a melody, which is to be prominent, 
and an accompaniment, which iB to be kept subordinate. 
One hand, may play the melody and the other the accom¬ 
paniment. Discriminative emphasis implies a melody 
and accompaniment to be delivered in their proper 
relation of prominence and subordination by the same 
hand at the same time. This requires the utmost con¬ 
trol of the nerves and muscles, the utmost id- vidualiza- 
tion of thefingersTandthe utmost development of power, 
to be determined into the individual fingers at will. A 
good Chopin or Schumann player must be able to pro¬ 
duce any degree of power of which his fingers are capable 
with any given finger, especially the fourth and fifth, 
while he produces at the same time any given subordinate 
degree of power with one or more of the remaining 
fingers of the same hand. This quality is often embodied 
in full chords, the upper note of which requires to^e 
made more prominent than all the others put together 
Now, what provision is made for these demands in 
modern teaching ? What Ib the prevalent idea of technic 
as laid down in most of the instruction books and collec¬ 
tions of technical studies ? Tdke Urbach for an example 
of one, and the well-known Plaidy’s Technical Studies 
as an example of the other. The most prominent techni¬ 
cal quality, required in Hboth is a simple hammer-like^ 
motion of the fingers, and the culmination of this style 
of technic is to be found in the playing of a smooth, even 
scale and arpeggio. The great majority of modern text¬ 
books, so far as I have seen, are of a similar type. They 
provide for a technic adequate to the playing of Dussek, 
Steibelt, Hummel, Weber, Czerny, Cramer, Mozart and 
(partly) Beethoven, while they neglect or wholly ignore 
the demands of our best modern authors. That is to say, 
they are a half-century, at least, behind the times. Look 
at the collections of Etudes and Sonatinas which sell 
most readily among teachers, both American and Euro¬ 
pean. It is plain enough that thaprime technical quali¬ 
ties in the minds of these teachers are not lyric style 
and discriminative emphasis, but five-finger passages, 
scales and arpeggios. Take up a volume of Schumann 
and see how many such passages yon can find in it. 
Even in Chopin and Mendelssohn such passages are 
wholly subordinate. 
I do not intend to inveigh against requiring pupils to 
play well finger passages, scales and arpeggios. But I 
maintain that modern piano music has reduced them 
to a subordinate position. “ This ought ye to have done, 
but not to have left the other undone.” The persistent 
exclusive adherence to . the requirements of a bygone 
style now prevalent is, in my judgment, irrational, 
absurd, and tends to retard real progress. 
This article is already too long to admit of any detailed 
consideration of the best and speediest means to be 
employed in reaching the technic required for the best 
modern workB. I content myself with making two 
recommendations, the value of which I have proved by 
many years of practical experience. I know of no tech- 
meal means to the end sought so simple, radical and 
effective as the Mason two-finger exercise; and I know 
of no studies so valuable as those of Stephen Heller, 
especially that careful selection of them embodied in the 
first volume of^ Mathew’s “ Studies in Phrasing, Memor¬ 
izing and Interpretation.” 
TALENT POE TEACHING. 
BT E. BRESLAl’B. 
The supposition that in combination with artistic 
thoroughness there is always a capacity of teaching is, 
unfortunately, a popular error. 
But the knowledge of that which is essential to thorough 
musical instruction is wanting with not only a great por¬ 
tion of the public *, it iB even lacking to such an extent 
with some portion of those who give instruction, that 
they regard the education of the profession of teaching as 
scarcely a special study ; indeed, they are of the opinion 
that the example and an invitation to a correct imitation 
are sufficient, in this consists often their entire method 
ical means. 
As a matter of course, such teachers are not conscious 
of the significant and serious duties of their vocation.' 
What great attention does the exact knowledge of the 
wide compass of teaching-matter demand, which can 
only then be of value to the pupil when it is properly 
graded, and in accordance with the given standpoint of 
his technical abilities and degree of his mental develop¬ 
ment. : How long to dwell upon each grade; how to 
work out the theoretical matter and adapt it to practica’ 
ends; how tor cultivate the musical ear; row the percep¬ 
tive qualities ; and how the susceptibilities to the beauti¬ 
ful in works of art should be awakened and developed ; 
how the teacher can continue Belf-improvement; in what 
manner he might maintain cheer and vigor in the toilsome 
labor of. hiB vocation, and also remain susceptible to its 
ideal side, so that the requisite vivacity and stimulative 
power (which are essential to all educational ends) dwell 
within his teaching.' All thiB demands, according to its 
significance, a radical and systematic study, and the elu¬ 
cidation thereof formB the principal object in the study of 
method and doctrine of music pedagogy. 
rO ' v . . ; Beethoven bids farewell to his hearing in a bitter heart 
cry: As autumn leaves fall and witherj so are my 
hopes blighted. Almost as I came I depart. Even the 
lofty courage which so often animated me in the lovely 
days of summer is gone forever. Oh, Providence 1 vouch¬ 
safe me one day of pure felicity I How longhave I been 
estranged from_the^glad echo of true joy 1 - When, Q. my 
God 1 when shall I feel it again in the temple of nature 
andman?-^—never! ”—Beethoven. 
HOW TO LISTEN. 
To hear good music is as important to the student’s, 
development as private lessons; for this gives a breadth 
to knowledge which can be attained in no other way. 
And yet very many students seem to ignore this import- ... 
ant fact, and remain away from concerts under the plea 
that they cannot afford the money or time it takes. This 
is a false economy; for the fact is, no student can afford 
to lose the benefits to be derived from listening to the 
various forms and styles of music. 
There are, however, several ways to listen, to mention 
which is the object of this; article. One quite common 
way is to search constantly for faults, and ignore what¬ 
ever of real merit may exist in the performance.; To 
persons whoTisten in this way there seems to be nothing 
worthy of mention or consideration, in the attempts of 
other musicians, unless it be something which is not 
quite what it should be. This course narrows or dwarfs the 
musicaljtaBte by robbing it of that generosity and warmth 
which-is so eminently a characteristic of the “language 
of the affections,” and gives to those who persist in it a 
hypercritical attitude toward the art, which is in no sense 
promoter of the same, and closes the mind to the 
subtle, interior influences of music, in which, if any¬ 
where, lies its true value. 
Another kind of listener is that one who is always 
seeking to be entertained, and will sit listlessly through¬ 
out a performance, giving no thought whatever to the 
motive, plan, or character of .the music. Such carry 
away little more than a memory of a few sensations, 
agreeable or otherwise. While this may do for people 
who have no aspirations for the future, students cannot 
afford it, for every concert should add something to the 
knowledge of the science. 
While neither of the habits above referred to are com¬ 
mendable, there is a way to listen which will never fail to 
produce good results. “ First, it is safe to assume that 
any musical performance, which commands to a consider¬ 
able extent the support of the people, possesses some 
merit; and when, as is sometimes the case, this merit 
does not predominate, to discover and acknowledge it is 
still the duty of the listener. Then again, to closely 
observe errors and bad effects, with a view to learning 
what to avoid, is quite as helpful, as an educational 
means, as the study of what is more perfect. However, 
care should be taken not to pursue either course exclu¬ 
sively. 
In concerts of a high order, those which are above the 
mind of the listener, opportunity is given to enlarge the 
mental grasp by studying carefully to catch {he ideas 
embodied in the music, and not yielding to the natural 
tendency to be entertained. This may seem very rigorous 
treatment of one’s own sentiments, and may be said to 
take most of the pleasure out of music ; .but the student 
who wishes to make the most of every opportunity cannot 
afford to attend concerts to be pleased. 
Handel was once complimented by a Crown Prince, at 
the close of a concert given in honor of a royal party, in 
these words: “ We are much obliged to you; you l ave 
entertained us highly.” To which herepjjed: “ I should 
be sorry had I only entertained you; Iwisli'to instruct.” 
But are we never .to enjoy music ? some one asks. 
Most assuredly; -but there are two kinds of enjoyment- 
one a listless, unintelligent entertainment kind, the effect 
of which dies with the sound; the other, an intelligent 
comprehension of the nature and object of the music,- 
which comeB only with stndy, the effect of which is per¬ 
manent.. A little circumstance in the experience of the 
writer will serve to illustrate this principle. At the 
orchestral rehearsal which preceded oneofthe concerts 
given by the “Cecilia Club,-Mr. Max Heinrich, who was 
to render the baritone solo parts, was trying an aria with 
the orchestra. With a full score open, .we followed’ the 
song through thoughtfully, as is our habit, in order to get 
an intelligent idea of what it contained. . At the' close, _ 
the conductor, Mr. B. J. Lang, found it necessary to 
make some suggestion to the orchestra, and the whole 
thing was gone over again. Mr. Heinrich, who ib 
always ready to siiiglns best for the benefit of the few or 
many who may be present to hear him, repeated the song 
in a splendid manner; and thiB time, having previously- 
gained a gooc understanding of the scope and motive of 
the song, we were enabled to yield to its emotional in¬ 
fluence, and the truth embodied in the 1 - 
enforced and sent home by the music in a remarkable 
manner, and indelibly stamped upon the memory.—The 
Leader.'« • 
It is melodj that is first and foremost in rnjusie, and 
affects hnman feelings with marvelous and magic, power, , 
It cannot be repeated too often that, withbutexpressive 
and natural melody, every ornament added by instru- 
I mentation is,nothiug but tawdry magnificence. The best 
i definition of true melody, in a higher sense,-js^omething 
that may be sung. Melody Bhould be song itself, and as 
such should flow freely and spontaneously from the 
human heart Melodj sannot be song in.tihat yray 
is nothing me - tb.H.n a si .-cession'of individual sounds'* 
which strive in ' >£.1„ become musdc —J rnst Bqffimarin 
1  n 
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Questions anfl ^nsweips. 
Ques. 1. - Are Kuhlau’s sonatinas found in the Cotta 
Edition? 
2. What left-hand 6tudes would be suitable to take 
with Loeschhorn’s Op. 66-1? I mean about the same 
degree of difficulty, would Czerny’s “ Six New Studies 
for the Left Hand ” or Beren’s Op. 89 be useful ? 
8. Will you tell me the degree of difficulty of A. Biehl’s 
Op. 60? I am so far from any good music store that I 
am not familiar with, and find it; hard to select as I 
wish. 
4. Is it well to take Heller’s Op. 47 before Loesch- 
horn’s Op. 66-1, or would they be more useful to the 
pupil after she was more advanced? 
5. Is the Josefiy fingering of the scales (which, as I 
understand, is fingering all like C Major) used by that 
artist to the exclusion of all other modes of fingering? 
6. Does the Steingrseber Edition of Bach’s “Nine¬ 
teen Selected Compositions” (No. 110) give the orna¬ 
ments written out in the same way that they are written 
out in his. “ Lighter Compositions ’ ’ (No. 679, your cata¬ 
logue) ? 
7. What is the price of Parker's Manual of Harmony? 
' 8. Do you think it worth While for an ordinary stu¬ 
dent of music, who never practices more than two hours 
a day, to have a Practice Clavier? Do you advise young 
pupils to'have them in their own homes, 1o use every 
day7 . “Subscriber.” 
Ans. 1.—No. 
2. Use Krause’s Left-hand Studies. 
3. About grade IV, in scale of 10. 
4. It all depends on the pupil. Heller Op. 47 would 
fit in almost anywhere. A pupil may be master of 
“ Gradus” of Clementi technically, and yet not do jus¬ 
tice to Heller Op. 47, and then we have known pupils 
with very little technical development, play Heller 
charmingly. Heller’s Studies have primarily to do with 
rhythm and interpretation. They are little tone-poems 
—Which are pieces without names. If a pupil’s concep¬ 
tion of tone coloring needs attention, give Heller. If 
the mechanical part is weak, give Loeschhorn, Op. 66. 
More cannot be said. 
5. This mode of fingering is not generally known as 
the Josefiy fingering; it has been in use before his time. 
Many of our best teachers recommend practicing all the 
scales with the fingering as employed in C Major for 
special drill only, and no doubt Josefiy does the same. 
We have examined a number of the pieces he has fin¬ 
gered, in every one of which We find no departure from 
the normal mode of fingering. . 
6. Yes. But without any translation oiLtexfc, 
7. 75 cents. 
8. If said “ ordinary student” wishes to do more than 
dawdle at the piano, or play merely for amusement’s 
sake, then the Practice Clavier will be a valuable aid, 
for it is a great economizer of time, nerve and piano. 
Of two hours’ practice, at least half of the time could 
be advantageously devoted to the Clavier. As in young 
pupils we expect to lay the foundation of good piano- 
-playing, so we answer, by all means supply the beginners 
with the appliance, and thus enable them to form correct 
habits and to grow up on them. We shall then hear lesB 
of ruined touch, stumbling attack, bad time, etc., etc., 
to the end of the chapter. 
Ques.—Will you kindly inform me (through The 
Etude) the real names of the principal characters in 
“ Chas. Auchester?” I have enjoyed the book most 
thoroughly but cannot be satisfied until I know just 
who is represented. Can you also tell me the. price of 
‘ Tone Masters ” and “Amy Fay’s Letters?” 
-- - N.I\S 
Airs.—This question has been answered anumber of 
times in The Etude, the last time was in the August 
issue of this year. The price of the books you mention 
is $1.26 each, retail 
Ques.—What is the “ Tonic so far ” system ? This may 
not be the correct spelling, but it is so pronounced) Will 
you also inform me, through your reliable^book, ihe art 
of teaching “ Thorough-base,” and oblige \v 
but a Science, and an “ Art of teaching” implies that 
teaching is an Art. Teaching is to instruct, to impart 
knowledge of a thing of which some one else is ignorant. 
You can instruct the way to a city, but that does not 
make the instruction a City. You can teach ah Art, but 
that does not make teaching an Art 
If by “ Thorough-base ” you mean the art of playing 
by fingered base, I will say, that is obsolete. But if you 
wish information on the subject, procure any of A. N. 
Johnson’s works on Thorough-base, or W. H. Dana’s 
newer work. They can be hhd through the publisher of 
The Etudb. 
Ques.—Will you please answer a few questions in your 
next copy of The Etude ? I have studied music, but 
know nothing about Theory. Can you tell me if it can 
be studied without assistance, and do you know of a 
method you could recommend ? 
Ans.—Theory can be studied without a teacher. The 
work “Course in Harmony,” by Geo. H. Howard, can 
be followed without the aid of a special teacher. The 
author of this work, we understand, gives lessons in 
Harmony by mail. His address is 84 W. Rutland Sq., 
Boston, Mass. Among the professional cards of this 
journal will be found quite a number of teachers who 
give lessons through the mail. 
One word of advice, Should you study Theory, either 
by mail or-by yourself, master the intervals. Go over 
and over them, day in, day ont. Write out a page or so 
daily. Ta^e any page of music and analyze every inter¬ 
val on it. Keep at it until you know them at a flash. 
After your eye can decide at an instant correctly any 
interval, then go to work educating the ear. Do this 
by impressing on your mind the character of each inter¬ 
val. The ear must know how a major third sounds be¬ 
fore you can go farther. If you write the word bad and 
not know the sound of “a,” or not know where it dif¬ 
fered from bed, only on paper and not in sound, you 
would say if is folly to go on writing. Learn then the 
intervals, not only to the eye but also the ear. The rest 
of Harmony will be an~easy matter if the intervals are 
thoroughly mastered. 
Ques.—Will you please explain what the abbreviation 
Aec. of 16s, 128, 3s, etc., means in Mason’s exercises. 
M. Wilson. 
Ans.—The accent falls on first n6teJof groups of 16, 
12, 3, etc., notes. 
Ques.—What are we to take after we get through with 
the one volume of Wm. Mason’s “ Touch and Technic”? 
A. T. 
Ans.—This question shows a complete misunderstand 
ing of the whole matter. The two finger exercise is 
never “ gotten through with,” but remains a staple ex¬ 
ercise through life, to keep the fingers from getting-out 
of practice,” or “ getting rusty,” so to speak. They are 
the “daily bread” which accompanies each meal, no 
matter how much the other dishes are varied and changed. 
Ques.—What is the meaning of the word “ Macabre,” 
occurring in Saint Saens’ composition, “ Danse Ma¬ 
cabre,” arranged for piano both by Liszt and Th. Ritter; 
it cannot be found in any French dictionary or encyclo¬ 
paedia ? How comes it to be translated “ Dance of the 
Dead? - . -_ - ||t 
Ans.—The representations of Death in processions 
during the Middle Ages descend from an old traditional 
playon the feast of the seven Maccabean brothers (who 
were tortured to death by King Antiochus of Syria 
because they would not abjure Jehovah and the Law)— 
whence, also, the name “ Chorea Maccabeorum,” dance 
of the Maccabees, afterward in France “ danse Macabre.” 
This mummery enjoyed great popularity, as is attested 
by the manifold pictorial representations of the “ Death- 
dance ” by the painters of the Middle Ages.—(Langhan’s 
“ History of Music.”) 
)M. 
Ans.—Write to Biglow & Main, 76 E/9th street, New 
York. They have published a pamphlet explaining 
fully the “Tonic Sol-fa ” system. “Thorough-base ” is 
another name forHarmony, and is not strictly an “Art,” 
Ques.—Is Dr. Hans v. Biilow a Doctor of Law, or ui 
Music?- Was the late Dr. Ferd. Hiller, and is Dr. Th. 
Kullak a Doctor of Music ? Are the English Universi¬ 
ties of Cambridge and Oxford the only ones in the world 
that, “ honoris causa,” confer a degree of Doctor of Music 
on some- famous artist, as was bestowed by Oxford on 
Joachim ? What other corporations or institutions con¬ 
fer this degree ? A Subscriber. 
of 
Ans.—No German university confers degrees of Doc¬ 
tor of Music. We understood that Hans von Billow re¬ 
ceived his degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the Heidel¬ 
berg University, F. Hiller in England, and Th. Kullak 
in some German university. In Canada, the University 
of Trinity College, of Toronto, also confers Musical De¬ 
grees. All the colleges in this country are entitled to 
grant such degrees ‘ ‘ honoris causa. ” You may remem¬ 
ber that Dudley Buck refused or rejected such a degree 
from Yale College a few years ago. All titles in this 
country are as sounding brass and tinkling cymbal, 
when there is not the merit back of them. The institution 
of conferring degrees has been so much abused in this 
country that the public distrust titles. Once only the 
wealthy and distinguished had large funerals. Whether 
this was a fashion or a natural way of showing.respect to 
the memory of the worthy dead, we will not question, 
but now theri are societies formed, and any who will pay 
the regular dues can have a most glorious funeral. The 
procession of carriages is in proportion to the Amount 
paid into the society by the deceased. The result of all 
this is, many funerals of our noble citizens are “ strictly 
private,” and only the immediate family are permitted 
to unite in this last and solemn service. 
While on this matter of degrees, we are reminded o 
what President Leonard Woolsey Bacon,, in the Forum, 
Bays:— 
“None but a humorist of the most audacious type 
would venture to speak of an American academic degree 
as a * title of honor.’ Anybody who wants one can have 
it for the most trifling trouble and expense. No condi¬ 
tion of learning or culture, or even superior intelligence, 
is requisite. Between the people that want it and the 
people that have to take it, it comes to pass that a heavy 
percentage of the people of America are decorated with 
home-made honorary degrees. In America they mean 
nothing, or less than nothing, and vanity ; while abroad, 
98 out of 100 titled Americans are really practicing^ 
fraud. They are wearing a badge which is understood 
there to be a certificate of distinguished learning.” 
A young teacher writes, asking our advice on the 
following points:— 
Ques. 1.—Is it proper for a formerteacher to call at a 
house and remain in the room while the new teacher 
gives his first lesson? 
Ans.—We should think no peraon of any delicacy 
would do such a thing. 
2. What ought the new teacher to do under Buch embar¬ 
rassing circumstances ? ’ 
Ans.—Exactly what he would do if the former teacher 
were not present—make all necessary corrections in as 
courteous a manner T as possible, and with no needless 
reference to the former’s methods. 
3. If serious faults are found, should they be passed 
over, for fear of either discouraging the pupil or of an¬ 
noying the parents ? . 
Ans.—Select only one or two of the most prominent 
faults at the first lesson, and try to concentrate every¬ 
thing on their correction; the other faults can be taken 
up Bingly at subsequent lessons. 
4. What do you think of such a pupil asking a 
teacher to play at the dose of the first lesson ? Doesn’t 
it look as if she wanted to see if he could play ? If so, 
is not such a request rather rude, after the teacher has 
come well recommended ? 
Ans.—We hardly think it could have been intended as 
a means of learning your ability-. Perhaps it may have 
been from_a genuine wish to hear a little pleasing r asic 
after an unavoidably tedious lesson. 
6. When such a pupil is set to work on a piece she 
took a year ago, ant: never played as she ought to, and 
then I am afterward told that she felt, dread fully dis¬ 
couraged, what ought I to have done ? 
Ans.—Never give a young pupil any work previously 
giyenher by another teacher, though such a course is 
often necessary with advanced students. > Select some¬ 
thing else of similar grade and style, that the whole les¬ 
son may be fresh and interesting, for young pupils, hate 
reviews of pieces long sine# laid aside. 
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6. Another pupil objects to my price, though it is only 
one-fifth of what I myself pay for. lessons. He has had 
lessonstfor seventy-five cents for a year, and has really 
learned nothing. Why can’t there be some standard by 
which the public may know whether every teacher knows 
his business or not ? 
Ans.-—The test of most teachers is their pupils’ pro¬ 
gress. True, good teachers too often have stupid or in¬ 
dolent pupils, who are no credit to any ons,. and now and 
then a poor teacher secures a good pupil, whose talents 
would make him play if not well, at least' somewhat 
musically, no matter with whom he studied. But as a 
rule, good teachers turn out good pupils ; and a few fine 
pupils will do more to establish your reputation than any¬ 
thing else. For this reason, no one can afford to fill up 
his time with poor pupils, no matter how well they pay. 
By their being known as his pupils they will, in the end, 
cause him pecuniary loss. 
7. Do you think it right to pay five dollars a lesson ? 
Some consider it: folly and extravagance, but I do not 
think it too much, all things considered. 
Ans.—The old saying is, that “A thing is worth all it 
will bring ” in the market. If you make better progress 
with such a teacher than with any other, that teacher is 
not only the best but the cheapest for you. In all mat¬ 
ters of education, the best is the cheapest in the end, 
whether it cost much or little. E. Y. 
Ques.—Will you give the pronunciation of the follow¬ 
ing names of composers? 
(1) Brauer, (2) Chopin, (3) Balfe, (4) dementi, (6) 
Gounod,, (6) Liszt, (7) Paganini, (8) Rossini, (9) Mo- 
Bcheles, (10) Berens. Mas. E. A. C. 
Ans.—(1) Brow'-er; (2) cannot be spelled phoneti¬ 
cally, as the findl nasal is the French ; it is nearly like 
Sho paling', with almost no sound of the g; (3) BahF- 
feh, (4) Cla-men'-ty, (5) Goo'-no, (6) Leest, (7) Pah- 
gah-nee'-ne, (8) Ros-see'-ne, (9) Mo'-shel-les, (10) Baer'- 
rens. E. Y. 
Ques. 1.—What is the very best method for the reed 
organ? 
Qt-.ES. 2.—What can a teacher do for a pupil who 
habitually slights notes and ignores flats and sharps? 
The pupil does, not seem to realize the real character of 
this fault, though I am continually correcting it, and 
have exhausted all my ingenuity in trying to break it up. 
_ .. B. A. L. 
Ans. 1.—Archer’s book for the reed organ comes well 
recommended. 
Ans. 2.—It often seems impossible to make- pupils 
realize certain faults. They may sometimes be shown 
more clearly by playing the lesson to them first perfectly, 
and then introducing the particular fault the teacher 
wishes to correct. This often accomplishes more in a 
single lesson than anything else could do in Beveral, as 
it not only makes. the fault very plain to be seen, but 
causes the pupil to realize why it is a fault. Be Bure that 
your pupil is not studying music that is too difficult for 
her; give her. something that, with ordinarily good study, 
she can play musically to her friends. Give her some 
of Loeschhorn’s easier studies, for then she really must 
read if she is to play them at all; she cannot guess at the 
notes. e. Y. 
, Qcte8.—Will you please tell me the best way of finger-’ 
mg glissando passages, whether with the nail of the 
second finger or^on the rounded part of the thumb? 
E. A. R. 
Ans.—With the back (nail)~of the thirdrfinger (Ger¬ 
man fingering), stiffening it in loud passages by pressing 
the thumb against it. Playing glissando with the .aide 
of the thumb is.permissible, but less secure. E. Y’ 
. Editor of The Etude.—Being a Scandinavian, I can 
give you the correct pronunciation of the following names, 
about which one of vour correspondents recently asked. 
Gade is pronounced Gathe (the d like fA) ; Lumbye is 
Loombu (ye like the French u) ;• Kjerulf is like Chairulf 
(as in chair). J. M. R. 
We are veryiglad to make the foregoing correction. 
Ques.—Is it incorrect to add a seventh to the next to 
the last chord in familiar hymn tunes, like Hendon, on 
next to the last chord in the second line of Missionary 
Chant and such simple pieces, when accompanying for 
a congregation to sing these hymns? 
Ans.: Not quite incorrect ; yet we much prefer play¬ 
ing all music exactly, a* written. E. Y. 
Ques.—-Which is the better position to hold the hand 
for piano practice—the top of the hand perfectly level 
with fingers curved, or to lower the. hand, where the 
fingers join it? 
Ans.—The latter may be regarded as a broken-back 
hand and should never be allowed. With the back of 
the band thus depressed, the.whole hand and wrist are 
needlessly tightened and strained, flexibility is greatly 
lessened, and the fatigue of playing is correspondingly 
increased, with an inevitable weakness of touch and 
unmusical tone. Bend the fingers bo that they play on 
their tips without hitting the nails or the keys, keep the 
hand nearly level, the two sides equally high from the 
keys, and raise the fingers without straightening or curv¬ 
ing them. In slow practice, raise the fingers high for 
flexibility, but less high in quick-playing. E. Y. 
Ques. I —-Gan a person practice vocal music without 
a piano by using a tuning-fork? 
Ques. 2.—-Are there any other sonatas by Mozart as 
interesting as the one in A major? 
Ans. 1.—If one has had some good practice in 11 sight 
reading,” one can take the key of his exercises from a 
tuning-fork and practice vocal music successfully. Cer¬ 
tainly this is far better than the too common way of 
depending entirely upon any instrument. E. Y. 
Ans. 2.—You would like equally well several others 
of Mozart’s sonatas, all of which are very melodious. 
There are three in F major, two in C major, one, the 
Fantaisie Sonata, in C minor, and so onv Try them all. 
Ques. 1.—Also trills following in succession? 
Ques. 2.—-Please tell me where I can find something 
about such composers as Clementi, Kuhlau, Heller and 
good modern composers, both for voice and piano. 
Ques. 3.—I have a pupil who has a good voice, with 
the one exception that her tones are covered, or veiled, 
with & breath sound. ... She breathes wellj but fails 
to control the expelling. - What shall I do ? L. G. 
Ans. 1.—In ascending series add terminal notes to 
each trill (if there is sufficient time) ; but in a series of 
trills on a descending scale these final notes are oftener 
omitted. 
Ans. 2.—Grove’s' Dictionary gives full information 
regarding all these musicians. 
Ans. 8.—Are you familiar with The Art of Breathing. 
by Leo Koeffler ? Perhaps his method may give just the 
light you need. E. Y. 
Ques.—Do you consider it profitable to spend any 
time at all on Czerny’s Op. 299? F. A. T. 
Ans.—These celebrated Velocity Studies are good so 
far aB they go, but they do comparatively little for the 
left hand. In,this respect, Loeschhom’s Op. 68 are 
much more useful. E. Y. 
Ques.—Does it injure a soprano or mezzo-soprano to 
sing alto ? 
Ans.—Yes, if this is done to any extent. Each voice 
is fitted for its own work, and any attempt to materially 
change this usually results badly. Moreover, the best 
effects of a voice are producible only in its own depart¬ 
ment. M E. Y. 
TO YOUNG TEACHERS. 
\ .,-Q- 
If you desire to be a teacher, study those branches for 
which you have a natural inclination and taste ; make a 
specialty of some department; master the Bubject so that 
yon can conscientiously claim to be able to impart knowl¬ 
edge pertaining thereto to others ; be what you claim to 
be, and never cease to continually enlarge your sphere of 
usefulness by accumulating more and more knowledge, 
and turning it to practical account in every-day work. 
Cultivate a broad mind. Be willing to learn from 
others and to acknowledge frankly the receipt of a valu¬ 
able idea. Be generous in your praise of others when 
such praise is well earned and deserved. 
; Trample on envy, jealousy and ill-feeling as on evil 
weeds, which choke the growth of nobler life and are 
offensive always. - 
| Abolish conservatism. Diversify your ideas, do not 
Bottle them up and put on a price at so much an idea. 
Sow the' good seed, not sparingly, but with an open 
hand ; not grudgingly, but with a full heart and the 
I desire to behold an abundant harvest for the feeding of 
the multitude. Do this and yon will succeed, and the 
i secret is, first knowledge^ then action. Remember 
“ Kingdoms there are for all of us, maybe, 
. But every kingdom opens with a key." 
- Chicago, III. Sara Hekshet Eddt. 
' TO SUBSCRIBERS. / 
There are a few business matters which the publisher 
of The Etude wishes to have clearly understood by the 
subscriber:— 
1st. It is expected that the subscription to the paper 
be paid in advance. 
2d. A notice is sent to each subscriber, when the paid- 
up subscription ends, to the effect that the next year’s 
subscription is due, but that an explicit notice must be 
sent to the publisher if the paper is to be stopped, other¬ 
wise it will be sent right along for a stated time and col¬ 
lections made, like any ordinary bill, 
3d. This course is sustained by the courts, and all 
arrearages to The Etude go through the regular pro¬ 
cesses of collection adopted by all commercial houses. 
The annoyance both to the subscriber and the collector 
of arrearages creates ill-feeling; at times. We most 
earnestly urge every one to renew in advance, or as soon 
after as possible, or advise the publisher at once to stop 
the journal. 
4th. With this issue every subscriber whose 
subscription is hack more than one month will re¬ 
ceive a blank, which will show exactly how the 
subscription stands. Send this blank to us with 
$1.50, and the whole matter is settled for another, 
year. 
WORTH REPEATING. 
[Under this Department will appear articles that have been in 
print, but are worthy of a repetition. We will be pleased to receive 
contributions from our readers, from sources outside of the-back 
numbers of The Etude.] 
Unprofitable Study. 
The amount of unprofitable and abusive study of the 
pianoforte is alarming; bnt just that kind of study keeps 
the wheels of the extensive and powerful musical ma¬ 
chinery in motion. Does this vast and varied educational 
enterprise turn out a sufficient amount of worthy and 
valuable musical products to justify continuing the busi¬ 
ness on such a gigantic scale? Viewing it from a com¬ 
mercial standpoint the products would indicate a very 
loose and trifling"management of affairs, with a speedy 
bringing up at bankruptcy. 
The mischievous waste of time, energy, vitality, money 
and existence in the prosecution of music throughout the 
land, is beyond all reasonable contemplation. From 
innocent, early childhood to the threshold of woman¬ 
hood does the siege continue to get possession df^ the 
mysteries the muses have locked up in their bosom— 
alas, how few are ever permitted to enter adytum where 
the priesthood-of the muses hold their worship—but 
with what persistency do many unsusceptible devotees 
attack this redoubtable and unconquerable antagonist- 
music. This at times becomes a sad and painful sight to 
the beholder. What pleasure or profit to any one, or 
gain to art, is the incessant, unmusical, stiff, stammering 
playing of a person, who, from the able instruction, with; 
the favorable surroundings and years of study, should be 
able to play with taste, ease, grace and elegance ? There 
is no escaping the torments the average teacher has to 
suffer from this class of pupils. It is from this very class, 
however, that the major portion of his patronage comes. 
They give to the teacher his livelihood. Were only gifted 
pupils allowed the privilege of instruction the profession, 
of music teaching would barely have an existence. The 
dull, heavy, nntalented pupils are the support of the 
music teacher, and they should in nowise VQ ignored. 
The teacher that expects only talented pupilswill soon 
close hi8 career as a member of the musical profession. 
Aside from the fact that a teacher must Have some kind 
of pupils, it does seem like procuring a living,by either 
fair or foul means. The far greater part of the teacher’s 
work is spent iu irredeemable drudgery—unprofitable,: 
toilsome labor. 
The reward for the teacher’s fidelity and exertion, and1: 
the pupil’s sacrifices, must often be sought for, not in 
musical progress and attainment, but in those secondary 
qualities which possess great negative merit, but which 
were not the end. sought for; among them may be men¬ 
tionedpatience, discipline of mind, judgment, meinoiy 
and observation. All these receive training along %itn 
the study of music, whethet^or not progress is ihade in 
music itself. .When progress~Iias ceased and the stqdy 
has become a hopeless undertaking, a useless warfare*.: 
and not seldom an unwonted extravagance, the pupil, 
very willingly, would quit the study, hut the dyer-atmbns 
parents, having undying faith in their tifispriiig, oblige 
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the study to be continued though'it becomes distasteful 
and obnoxious to the child. But back of the parent the 
aril has its root; it lies in oar social system. It is 
deplorable that society' almost forces a young lady, who 
wishes to maintain her place in society, to be accomplished 
in music. Why has not Borne other generally attainable 
accomplishment been made a passport into the fold of 
society, and not so delicate and subtle an art as music, 
which nature holds as its rarest gift? The very thought 
that such an end is to be accomplished is sufficient in 
itself to drive away all charm in the study. Mendelssohn 
once failed to obtain the prize offered for the best sym¬ 
phony at Vienna. He said he. could not-compose with 
such motives, that it was deadening to all real inspira¬ 
tion. In art, above all things else, our motives must be 
pure. Then there are others who have begun the attack 
on the difficulties, and find that nature nevqr intended 
them for musicians,'but an innate pride will not permit 
them to give up the study. They prosecute a prolonged 
course of study, and perhaps nominally complete it, but 
after that everything is dropped; music is then a lost art 
to them. They were too proud to stop when they dis¬ 
covered that they had gone as far as their talent could 
take them, but they were determined to reach a nominal 
degree of attainment so they conld honorably Btep down 
ana -out. Others again continue a useless career of 
music, as teachers, perhaps, knowing, in their innermost 
souls, they do not possess the required endowments for 
musicians, but, for reasons best known to themselves, 
they continue to lead a life that is all unnatural and 
forced. They would gladly make a change, but, in 
jumping from one to another, they are afraid they may 
fiSl between and be lost. 
The -study of music may be pursued without being 
attended by any perceptible improvement, profit or 
pleasure—at least in a far less degree than is true of any 
other pursuit, debarring, perhaps, poetry. The study of 
general literature, history and. philosophy will reward 
any one who will put forth he exertion. ~ Painting and 
graphic arts readily respond with satisfaction and pleasure 
to a friendly and hearty application. Far better engage 
in the innocent diversion of fashion, with its graceful 
modification and ever-varying styles, than a fruitless 
wooing of the muses. A German writer says: “In the 
first walks of art no one has a right to enter unless he is 
convinced he has strength and speed for the goal.” 
Those that often, from the purity and refinement of 
their natures, with superior intellectual endowments, 
possess an intense love for music, fail utterly in the 
study of music; while, on the other hand, the finest- 
musical organizations are found among the coarse and 
vulgar natures. The contrast between the musician and 
his music is a question the philosopher cannot reconcile, 
This beautiful gift is seen to exist amid the meanest 
surroundings, just as the pare and lovely water-lily lifts 
its graceful form from out a dirty and slimy pool. 
There was made last year, by the combined products 
of all manufactories in the United States, the enormous 
number of 45,000 pianos. It iB safe to say that about 
10,000 of these are used in doing good work for art, 
while the rest pass with the upholstery for parlor orna¬ 
ments. The waste of money in this direction reaches 
upward in the millions annually. Our music schools, 
female colleges and schools for secondary education are 
swarming with music pupils; out of this large number 
scarcely one in a half-dozen ever acquire a serviceable 
knowledge of the piano, and with the majority it were 
better they never had seen a piano. 
It is unfortunate that the piano is made the refuge for 
all those that dare not venture to enter in any other 
department of study; and, further, you do not find other 
branches of music infested with the myriads of drones. 
The violin is not desecrated by the throng of false and 
unprofitable devotees. The-organ is a horror to the 
unmusieal. The voice is generally not taken into train¬ 
ing unless there is some voice there. The public some¬ 
how have the wrong impression that all that is necessary 
to make a player is five fingers, the rest is only practice. 
It is Jiopea that the time will come when it^will not 
be considered dishonorable to discontinue the study of 
music when it has become unprofitable; and in the cases 
where there is love for it,, but where nature left destitute 
of talent, that the teacher can, with impunity, give his 
judgment, and when society will not stigmatize a person 
for being unmusical, but find some other more attainable 
requisite for the admission into its fold. It takes very 
little penetration from any one to observe that what I 
have intimated in this article is substantially the state of 
affairs. - 
The following beautiful quotation from the preface of 
Coleridge’s poems might be applicable to the student of 
music who_ppsses8es the correct views in regard to its 
study. Hesays• 
“ [ expect neither profit nor fe-e from my writings, 
and I consider myself as having been'1 amply repaid 
without either.- My work has been to. me its own exceed¬ 
ing great reward; it has soothed my afflictions; it has 
multiplied and refined my enjoyments ; it has endeared 
solitude, and it has given me th-e habit of wishing to 
discover the good and the beautiful in all that meets and 
surrounds me.” . Theo. Presses. 
RUBINSTEIN'S PIANO-PLAYING. 
JCD browning's account op it. 
“ Jud, they say you heard Rubinstein play in New 
York.” . 
“I did in the cool.” 
“ Well, tell ns about it.” 
“ What, me? I might’s well tell you about the crea¬ 
tion of the world.” 
“Come, now; no mock modesty. Go ahead.” 
“Well, sir, he had the blamedest, biggest, cattycor- 
nerdest planner you ever laid eyes on ; somethin’ like 
distracted billiard table on three legs. The lid was 
heisted, and-mighty well it wag. If it hadn’t been, he’d 
tore the insides clean out, and scattered.’em to the four 
winds of heaven.” 
“Played well, did he?” 
“You bet he did ; but don’t interrup’ me. When he 
first set down he ’peered to keer mighty little ’bout 
playin’, and wisht he hadn’t come. He tweedle-Ieedle’d 
little on the trible, and twoodle oodle-oodle’d some 
on the bass—just foolin’ and boxin’ the thing’s jaws for 
bein’ in his way. And I says to a man eettin’ next to 
me, s’ I, 1 What sort of a fool playin’ is that?’ And he 
says, ‘Heish!’ But presently his hands commenced 
chasing one ’nother up and down the keys like a passel 
of rats scamperin’ through a garret very swift. Parts of 
it was very sweet, though, and reminded me of a sugar 
squirrel turnin’ in the wheel of a candy cage. 
“■*'Now,’ I Bays to my neighbor,‘he’s showin’ off. 
He thinks he’s a-doin’ of it, but he ain’t got no idee— 
no plan of nothin’. If he’d play me up a tune of some 
kind or other I’d—— ’ 
“ Bui5"my neighbor says, ‘ Heishl* very impatient. 
“I was just about to git up and go home, bein’ tired 
of that foolishness, when I heard a little bird waking 
up away off in the woods, and calling sleeply-like to 
his mate, and I looked up and I see that Rubinstein was 
beginnin’ to take some interest in his business, and I set 
down agin. The music began to make pictures for me 
faster than you conld shake; a stick, to tell tales like the 
story books, and to start all sorts of feelin’s—it just totted 
me, like I was a child, wherever it pleased, and showed 
me all kind of things that is and things that isn’t and 
couldn’t never be. It was the peep o’ day. The light 
come faint from the east, the breeze blowed gentle and 
fresh, some birds waked up in the orchard, then some 
more in the trees near the house, and all began singin’ 
together. People began to stir, and the gal opened the 
shutters. Just then the first beam of the sun fell upon 
the blossoms; a leetle more and it techt the roses on the 
bashes, and the next thing it was broad day. The sun 
blazed fairly; the birds sang like<fchey’d split their little 
throats; all the leaves was movin’ and fiashin’ diamonds 
of dew, and the whole wide world was bright and happy 
as a king. Seemed to me-like there was a good breakfast 
in every house in the land, and nol a sick child or woman 
anywhere. It was a fine mornin’. 
“And I says to my neighbor, ‘That’s music, that is.’ 
“ But he glared at me like he’d like to cut my throat. 
“Presently the wind turned; it begun to thicken up, 
and. a kind of gray mist came over things; I got low- 
spirited d'rectly. Then a silver rain begun to fall, 
conld see the drops touch the gronnd; some flashed up 
like long pearl ear-rings, and the rest rolled away like 
round rubies. It was pretty, but melancholy. Then the 
earls gathered themselves into long strands and neck- E aces, and then they melted into thin silver streams run 
ning between golden gravels, and then the streams joined 
each other at the bottom of the hill, and made a brook 
that flowed silent, except that you could kinder see the 
music, specially when tne bushes on the bank moved as 
the music went along down the valley. I conld smell the 
flowers in the meadow. But the sun didn’t, shine nor 
the birds sing; it was a foggy day, but not cold. The 
most curious thing, though, was the little white ange 
boy, like you see in the pictures, that run ahead of the 
music brook,.and led it on and on, away out of the world 
where no man ever was—I never was, certain. I could 
see ^hatboy just as plain as I see you. Then the moon 
lighi-came, without any sunset, and shone on the grave¬ 
yards, where some few ghosts lifted their hands ana went 
over the wall, and between the black sharp-top trees 
splendid marble houses rose np, with fine ladies in the 
lit-np windows, and men thaOoved ’em, bat could never 
get a nigh ’em, and played on gnitars under the trees, 
and made me feel that miserable I conld a cried, because 
I wanted to love somebody, I don’t know who, better 
than the men with gnitars did. Then the sun went down 
it got dark, the wind moaned and wept like a lost child 
for its dead mother, and I could a got np then and thar 
and preached a better sermon than I had ever listened 
to. There wasn’t a thing left in the world to live for. 
not a blamed thing; and yet I didn’t -want that music to 
stop one bit. It was happier to be miserable than to be 
happy.without being miserable; I couldn’t understand 
it. I hung my head and palled out my handkerchief and 
blowed my nose loud to keep from cryin’. My eyes is 
weak anyway. I didn’t want anybody to be gazin’ at me 
a snivelin’ , and it’s nobody’s business what I do with my 
nose; it’s mine. But some several glared at me, mad as 
Tucker., ; - . . .. . . „ . 
“ Then all of a sudden, old Rnben changed his tune. 
He ripped and he rar’d, he tipped and tar’d, he pranced 
and he charged, like the grand entry at a circus. ’Peared 
to me that all the gas in the house was turned on at once 
things got so bright. I hilt up iny head, ready to look 
any man in the face, and not afraid of nothin’. It was a 
circus, and a .brass ,band, and a ball, allgoin' on at the 
same time. He lit into them keys like a’thousand of 
brick ; he gave ’em no rest, day nor night; he set every 
living jint in me a going’; and not "bein’ able to stand it 
no longer. I jumpt spang into my seat, and just hollored— 
“ 1 Go it, my Bu.be 1' . ' 
“ Every blamed man, woman and child in the honse 
riz on me and shouted; ‘Put him out!’ ‘ Put him out!’ 
“ ‘ Put your great-grandmother’s grizzly gray-greenish 
cat into the middle of next mopth!’ I says. ‘ Tech me, 
if you dar!’ I paid my money, and you jest come a nigh 
Wifefthat some several p’licemen run up, and I had 
to simmer down. But I would a fit any fool that laid 
hands on me, for I was bound to hear Ruby dut or die. 
“ He had changed his tune agin. He hop’d-light 
ladies and tip-toed fine from eena to eend of the key¬ 
board. He played softr and low, and solemn. I heard 
the church Dells over the hills. One by one I saw the 
stars rise. The great organ of eternity began to play 
from the world's end to the world's end, and all the 
angels went to prayer. Then the mnsic changed; the 
water, full of feeling that couldn’t be thought, much less 
told about, begun to drop—drip, drop, drip, drop—clear 
and sweet, like tears of joy failin’ into a lake of glory. 
It was sweeter than that. It was as sweet as a sweetheart 
sweetenin’ sweetness with white sugar mixt with pow¬ 
dered silver and seed diamonds. It was too sweet. I 
tell yon the audience cheered. Ruben he kinder bowed 
like he wanted to say, ‘ Much obleeged, but I’d rather 
you wouldn’t interrup’ me.’ 
“ He stopt for a minute or two to fetch breath. Then 
he got mad. He run his fingers throngh his hair, he 
shoved up his sleeves, he opened his coat tails a little 
further, he drag his stool, he leaned over, and, sir, he 
just went for that old planner. He slapt her face, he 
boxed her jaws, he pulled her nose, he pinched her ears, 
he scratched her cheeks till she fairly yelled. He knockt 
her down and stompt on her shameful. She bellowed 
like a bull, she bleated like a calf, she howled like a 
hound, she squealed like a pig, she shrieked like a rat, 
and then he wouldn’t let her up. He run a quarter- 
stretch down the low grounds of the bass, till she got 
clean into the bowels of the earth, and you heard thunder 
galloping after thunder through the hollows and caves of 
erdition; and then he fox-chased his right hand after 
tis left, till he got away out of the trible into the clouds, 
whar the notes was finer than the pints of cambric needles, 
and you couldn’t hear nothin’ but the shadders of ’em. 
And then he wouldn’t let the old planner go. He for’ard- 
two’d, he crost over first gentleman, he crost over first 
lady, he balanced to pards, he chassade right and left, 
back to yonr places, he all hands’d aroun-Hadies to the 
right, promenade all, in and out, here and thar, back 
and forth, up and down, perpetnal motion, double and 
twisted and tied and tamed and tacked and tangled into 
forty-’leven thousand double bow-knots. Byjings! it 
was a mixtery. And then he wouldn’t let the old planner 
go. He fetched np his right wing, he fetched np his left 
wing, he fetched up his centre, he fetched up his reserves. 
He fired by file, he fired’ by platoons, by company, by 
regiments, and by brigades. He opened his cannon, 
siege guns dow^thar, Napoleons here, twelve-pounders 
yonder, big gnus, little guns", middle-sized gnns, round 
shots; shells, shrapnels, grape, canisters, mortars, mines 
and magazines, and every livin’ battery and bomb a goin’ 
at the same time. The house trimbled, the lights danced, 
the walls shuk, and the floor come np, the ceilin’ come 
down, the sky split, the ground rockt; heaven and earth, 
creation, sweet potatoes, Moses, nine-pences, glory, ten- 
penny nails, my Mary Ann, hallelujah, sweet Caesar in a 
’simmon tree, Jeroosal’m, Tump Tompson in a tumbler 
cart, roodle-oodle-uodle-oodle-oodle — ruddle-uddle- 
uddle-uddle-uddle-uddle—raddle-addle-addie-addie-addle 
—riddle-iddle-iddle-iddle-iddle — reetle-eetle-eetle-eetle- 
eetle-eetle — p-r r-r-r-lang ! per lang! p-r-r-r-r-r-lang! 
Bang! . . 
“With that bang! he lifted hisgelf bodily into le air, 
and he come down with his knees, his ten fingers .. 
toes, his elbows, and his nose, striking every single soli¬ 
tary note on that planner at the same time. The thip^ 
busted, and went off into seventeen hnadr and fit 
seven thousand five hundred-and forty-tv i hemi-dsi 
semi-quivers and I don’t know no mo’. 
“ When I come to I were under ground about twenty 
foot, in a place they call Oyster. Bay, treatin’ a man that 
I never .laid eyes on before, and never expect to. again. 
Day was breaking by the titne-T-got to the St. Nicholas 
Hotel, and I pledge you my wore. I die low t y 
name. The man asked me the nun. rof roon 
I told him, ‘Hot music on the haJf-ahdlfor two /’. I pint- 

















THE POWEE OF MUSIO. [For Thb Etude.] 
WHAT PUPILS THINK OF THEIE TEAOHEES. 
BY H. W. NIOHOLL. 
A 'WKLii-KNOTurN writerhas said : “ Sam music, mns 
love ; sans love, sans everything.”. This may appear a 
somewhat strained statement, but it is very evident that 
those who have no ear for music nor take any interest in 
it, are lost to an enjoyment that may belaid to be the 
twin sister of love.* There is that in music which brings 
people into closer union, because music appeals to those 
around one while appealing to ihe individual.^ 
A book may be read in silence, a picture painted with¬ 
out a sound being heard, but music is sound beautified, 
and when there is music at all, it must be heard by all 
within hearing distance, whether it be appreciated or not. 
I should not care to assert “ sans music, sans love;’’ but 
it can be said with truth, sftns music, sans a most bound¬ 
less and blissful enjoyment, such as no other art offers. 
The old narratives, occasionally revived, which relate 
the wonders that musical sound has been able to effect, 
may be exaggerated or not, as the case may be. It is, 
however, certain that music in some situations has 
achieved remarkable results, especially upon animals. I 
was visiting a friend some years ago, who owned a very 
beautiful and intelligent dog. My friend had been in the 
habit of sitting at the piano with the dog on his knees, 
and pressing tne keys down with the dog’s paws. The 
dog’s expression at such times was really quite a study, 
ana he seemed to realize that an important and solemn 
operation was under way. I "was told that the dog 
eventually would allow no one to play the piano, if he 
was in the room, but would bark and attempt to jump on 
the performer’s lap, in order to take his usual place at 
the keys. It was only when he had been carried howl¬ 
ing from the room, that any one could play the piano in 
comfort, and enjoy other than the animal’s two-part 
pieces. 
There are instances of a different order that have been 
related in the papers from time to time, all of which go 
to prove that a love for music is almost universal both m 
man and beast. Yet music itself has no specific value— 
I mean aside from merchandise. When one has paid a 
'large sum of money for a painting, a statue, or other 
work of art, he has obtained possession of something 
that has a market value, and that is salable in every 
civilized country. However, when one has attended a 
thousand concerts and festivals, the pleasure has been 
great, no doubt, but he has nothing to offer for sale 
whereby he can regain the money he has expended on 
his ears,' or even any part of it. Yet how many hundreds 
and thousands of dollars are spent annually in opera and 
concert tickets! I mean, aside from what is actually 
disbursed in pianos and organs, music and music books, 
violins, etc., which, after all, represent the only material 
part or musical art,\or, rather, the music trade.- 
That music intensifies love is an admitted truth. | 
Music itself, unwedded to words, can never excite the 
baser passions. In this respect, it differs again from 
other siBter arts, the mere outlines of the productions of 
which may suggest unchastity. Every musician and 
music-lover knows how far his devotion to the divine art 
elevates him. There are those, of course, who follow 
music purely as a business ; who have no sympathy with 
high art, but view it from a mercenary standpoint. 
f Others there are, who, although having to earn an exist¬ 
ence by it, yet have lofty ideals concerning its mission, 
and take good care to keep the trade and art divisions 
altogether separate; With a few, music is a religion, and 
the baser forms of the art are never countenanced. 
These are the high priests who alone are naturally able 
to enter into the hqly of holies ; who never interpret a 
master work without reverence for it and the composer 
of it; who write music for all time, not merely to please 
this public or that public, but to bring forth the highest 
fruits of which they are capable. 
The power of music is really an unknown quantity; 
unknown in so far-as it affects each mentality in a special 
degree. It, nevertheless, is a power that often remains 
longer and wears stronger than love, with increasing 
ages. While .personal attachments wane, a love for the 
best in music never decreases. It satisfies completely 
those who are truly susceptible to its influence, and 
leaves behind no pangs of Tegret or bitterness. ^* 
Beethoven’s life was full or sorrows, but iff his creative 
moments they-Beemed to exist no longer for him. He 
felt the power of music in the highest-degree, and his 
eventual leafr est was .4 - - h t > t >b h *c of >t rhat 
music is h bans of jeal; usie »n actions and great 
troubles, is nothing in its disfavor ; they all result from 
the Bhallow-and narrow followers of music, and not from 
a asic,itself 
Howe er nc ones jta igh !j >e sou learned fori is lack 
of • osi al appreciat 041 Nature L* omit froi inch 
an orgi >1 zation as- nse t it brings immeasurabl p] i- 
ne88 to those who do possess it. It is on this account 
that all artistic sauabbles are. to be regretted, and that 
music appears to oe respons !• foi luman weakne sei 
Music is lofty and always noble—we often err and are 
ignoble. —American Mtispdan 
BY E. B. 8T0BY. 
At the annual meeting of the Music Teachers’ National 
Association in Philadelphia the subject of teaching re¬ 
form was given prominence, and various paper’s were 
read in which plans for improvement in teaching were 
recommended, Thelimited time prevented farther dis¬ 
cussion of the subject, and many of the audience were 
disappointed in losing the valuable suggestions that 
might have been given by the many experienced teachers 
present. 
The columns of The Etude, so generally opened for 
the help of teachers, ’might prove a profitable place for 
the continuance of the discussion of this subject, and in 
this contribution may I be allowed to act as a compiler 
and interpreter of the words of others ? 
“To see oursels as ithers see us” is not always a 
comforting thing, but may be extremely helpful. In 
pursuance of this idea, 1 have gathered from a dozen 
thoughtful pupils, representing various sections of the 
country, the following brief criticisms on the work of 
their former teachers, and have added such elaboration 
as is necessary to fully indicate both their objections 
and their desires. 
“My teacher lacked enthusiasm and did not strengthen 
the litftb I had.” The latter statement was a logical 
outcome of the former. No teacher who looks upon his 
1 work as a merely perfunctory task can create enthu¬ 
siasm in his pupils. “ Hitch your wagon to a star,” as 
Emerson Baid, and with high, progressive ideals yon 
cannot fail of causing others to believe in you and in 
their own abilities. 
My teacher never told me how to practice.’-’ Prob¬ 
ably that teacher never half realized the fall meaning of 
the old Latin sentence, “Ars longa, vita brevis." Stu¬ 
dent life is short, and the demands of our art are greater 
than in previous years. More is expected of players 
than in former days, and no pnpil should be allowed to 
waste a moment ..of precious practice time through lack 
of proper direction. 
“ I was humored too much by .my teacher. If I didn’t 
like a piece I was not obliged to learn it.” Here the 
teacher did not comprehend his mission. He was evi¬ 
dently not as mnch a teacher, trusted and respected by 
the pnpil, as a pleasant friend, who was ready, fora 
remuneration, to .make a few so-called lesson hoars a 
means of enjoyment. The true teacher is a guide up the 
ascent of Parnassus, who will not allow his pnpil to wan¬ 
der into perilous places, nor into regions indefinite and 
wasteful. 
“My teacher never asked for careful counting bf 
time.” “Mine was never particular about correct fiuger- 
ing.” These two had, perhaps, too great confidence in | 
the ability of their pupils, but more probably they were 
themselves either deficient in the special points men¬ 
tioned or too lazy to insist upon good work in the pupils. 
Every earnest worker knows that ease and fluency in 
passage work depend upon accurate fingering, while 
correct time-keeping underlies all artistic-playing. 
“ The professor always played over the music to me 
first, so that I came to play much by ear,” This and 
the corresponding blunder of allowing the use of the 
metronome in practice cause many a pupil to go, as it 
were, on two crutches, the metronome uhder one arm, 
the teacher’s playing under the other. Independence 
and auccess in study are thereby hindered, chronic in¬ 
ability thereby induced. 
“I think the teachers had too poor a standard of. 
music, and too poor an opinion of my taste, for they 
gave me polkas, waltzes, operatic fantasias and the like, 
while I wanted sonatas and other works of the beat mas¬ 
ters.” The experienced teacher, especially one who has 
taught for a lopg time in schools and other institutions 
of learning, foaa(hpticedyear by year, with great satis¬ 
faction, the Eettar) taste of pupils. Even into country 
places remote frohKcentres of musical culture and influ¬ 
ence there has come s great theoretical knowledge i 
music and musicians, and the increase in general refine¬ 
ment and intelligence has very naturally been exhibited 
in improved musical taste. The teacher with high ideal 
can therefore, with greater confidence, expect that his 
pupil will both sympathize with and attain to that ideal. 
• “ I was never taught to consider mnsic as an earnest 
study, one requiring the very utmost of my critical 
attention and application.” Perhaps the teacher was 
one of the many thonsands who think of music as only 
an accomplishment or a matter of amusement.. Such, 
having no high, noble ideal, are the superficial players 
and teachers who bring discredit upon oar art, and their' 
pupils cannot become true students under their guidance, 
for “the disciple is not above his lord.” Inasmuch as 
mathematics underlies all music, the mathematical habit 
of study should be insisted upon by the teacher. This 
will necessitate critical attention to all details, even the 
smallest, thereby inducing accuracy in reading; it will 
compel the greatest care in comparison of the values of 
notes and the time units, thereby securing strictness, of 
time-keeping; it will call for an exercise ©f the judg¬ 
ment in deciding, and greater control of nerves and 
muscles in showing, the relative importance of individual 
notes, of phrases, of, melodies, accompaniments, etc. 
Again, an attempt to practice according to the rale 
called “ Golden ” will cause the pupil to look upon the 
mnsic in hand as a representation of the desires of a given 
composer, and that an exact performance of the mnsic 
should be given in order that the composer may have his 
just dues. Here the teacher may have opportunity to 
remind the pnpil of a moral obligation, and thus, with 
alert moral powers as well as mental,-his study will 
Burely become earnest and satisfying. 
CLASS OEGANIZATIONS._ 
Editor of “Etude”:— 
-Some time ago, in The Etude, teachers were urged to 
form their scholars into classes for improvement in 
matters musical, and I have thought yon might'like to 
hear of a plan which I have been pursuing for nearly 
two years. I am a country teacher, from three to six 
miles from a country class, and can meet it only on the 
days when I give the lessons. I thought it better to have 
a simple organization rather than none, so we produced 
a constitution, with officers to be rechosen every six 
months. The fee for membership was twenty-five cents, 
and after the “ charter members,” applicants are voted 
upon as to their desirability as companions with ub. 
Absentees without a reasonable excuse are fined five 
cents. Meetings must be held once in three months, 
and may be as much oftener as desired. The programme 
is most elastic, as I reserve the privilege of adapting it 
to the occasion, though always navirig^sOme singing or 
^ (Jnee it is anecdotes and items of Liszt; again, an 
account of Gounod’s “ Redemption ” ; now selections 
from “The Etude,” and then an informal talk, with 
Question Box. . ..- . - . 4 
Two recent meetings have perhaps been as interesting 
as any, when -each member was to invite one friend. 
The first we called a “ Handel Afteraoon,” daring which 
we had a sketch of his life, with selections (arranged for 
cabinet organ^from “ Messiah,” “Samson,” and an 
aria from “ Rinaldo.” The next time it was a “Men¬ 
delssohn Afternoon.” As the members comprise organ 
and piano pupils, we meet where there is an organ one 
day and piano next. While we “have songs, we also 
bring in choruses for female voices, using for these the 
“Codas,” published by Ginn & Co., of Boston. . 
Although attendance is varied by weather, distance 
from each other, and inability to control, their rime, the 
girls manifest much interest, and I. hope are being 
helped to understand music- True, it is.only a crude 
beginning, yet if I were placed in a new field with two 
pupils, I should want to start something similar. Besides 
the advantage of playing before others and the attendant 
stimulus to ex ei jhe xind is ,wakened- 
things tot before known and curiosit] ases an 
est which may be made p. rmanent,—no i 
item when the pupil begins merely because “mother 
-wants me to.” . . .iiWB 
: Hoping this account has not weaned yon, but thatypu 
may be able to draw from it some suggestions forothers, 
and offer them to us through our valued .friend; The 
Etude, I am, yours truly, - - - 1 
Ledyard, Conn. 
, ' _ 
We soon grow y of mere rail a* on? teenn^e it nf 
fords no foot' For our intellect.—Ver ? 
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OONOEET PEO0EAMMES. 
, Mrs.Be<ytRaJFa&on, Chicago, I1L , 
Loeschhorn; Sonatina, G major; Biedermann, Waltz; 
Jadassohn, Romance; Beaumont, Menuet; Knhlau 
Sonatina, C mtqor; Reinecke, Gavotte, Marquis and 
Marquise ; Low, Sonatina, A minor; Merkel, Mariner’s 
Song; Foerster, Sonatina, F major;, Reinecke, Rope- 
dancer, Waltz ; Ravina, Etude de Style; Zarembsui, 
Melody, Waltz; Delahaye, Menuet; Raff, Garcon Men- 
nier; Field, Nocturne, A major; Raff, Marche Bohe- 
mien; Field, Nocturne, A flat mqjor; Chaminade, 
Duetto. 
Miss Alict B. Chase, Burlington, Vt. 
Duo, Ballet Musik, aus “Feramors,” Rubinstein; 
Piano Solo, Kammenoi Ostrow, No. 22, Rubinstein; 
Solo, Meyer-Helmund, Grieg; Duo (two pianos), An¬ 
dante, Op. 46, Schumann ; Vocal Solo, Gretchen' am 
Spinnerade, Schubert; Piano Solo, Fantasie-Impromptu, 
Op. 66, Chopin; Duo (two pianos), Sonata, Op. 63, 
Mozart. 
Garrard College, Lancaster, Ky., R. Koester, Musical 
Director. 
Piano, Duett, Symphone I, Allegro, Beethoven; Piano, 
Le Chasse, Dussek; Vocal, “ Take me, Jamie dear,” 
Bischoff; Piano, Bolero Brillante, Leybach; Piano, 
Duett, Priscilla Polka, Kinkel; Piano, Valse Brillante, 
Moszkowski; Piano, May Rapture, H. Lichnqr; Vocal, 
‘‘ Kerry Dances,” Molloy ; Piano, Trovatore Fantasia, 
Dorn ; Vocal, Duett, “ Wherever I go,” Mendelssohn; 
Piano, Rondo Cappricioso, Mendelssohn. 
Brooke HaU, Media, Penna. Hans Mettke, Mus. Dir. 
Piano duet, Larghetto of symphony, 2, Beethoven; 
Soprano solo, ‘‘Heaven has Shed a Tear,” Kuecken, 
with Violoncello Obligato; Pianoduet, Norwegian dance, 
Grieg; Vocal duet, “ I feel thy Angel Spirit,” Graben- 
Hoffmann ; Violoncello solo, Inquietude, Goltermann ; 
Two Songs without Words, for piaao and organ, Men¬ 
delssohn; Soprano solo, Barcarolle, Gounod; Piano 
and organ accompaniment, Violoncello Obligato; Piano 
solos, (a) Impromptu, Op. 142, 2, Schubert; (6) Valse, 
Op. 64, 1, Chopin; Piano duet, Hungarian dance, 
Brahms. 
Klindworth'scke Musikschule, Berlin, Germany. 
Mendelssohn, Choral and Andante fur Orgel, Riifer; 
Sgambati, 2e Quintuor fur Piano ; Lowe, “ Bs zogen drei 
Burscben wohl iiber den Rhein ;” Jensen, “ Alt Heidel¬ 
berg, du feine,” Strelitz ;” Wagner, Albumblatt; Pop¬ 
per, Elfentanz; Schumann, “ Mondnacht;” Liszt, ‘‘ Wie 
singt die Lerche schon;” Hey, “ Waldbachlein,” E. 
d’Albert, Walzer fur piano zu vier Handen. 
Pupils of T. von Westemhagen. 
Piano Quartet (8hands), ‘‘Peasants Wedding March,” 
Soedermann ; Piano Solo, a, “ Consolation,” Liszt; b, 
Impromptu, Opus 90, Schubert; Aria from “The Lovely^ 
Galatea,” Supp6 ; Piano Solo, “La Fontaine,” Lys- 
berg; Piano Quartet, Overture, “Im Hochland,” 
Gade; Good Night. Quartet from “Martha,” Flotow; 
Piano Solo, Love Song from Wagner’s “ Walkuere,” 
Bendel. 
Pupils of Charles W. Pette, Trenton, N. J. 
Overture, “ Zum Marchen von der schbnen Melusine,” 
Mendelssohn; “ Spring Song,” Mendelssohn ; Valse, 
Op. 83, Dnraud; Novelette, Op. 283, Bohm; “Gipsy 
Rondo,” Haydn; “ La Caprieieuse,” Op. 33, No. 2, 
Sternberg; ‘'Tarantella,” Op. 61, No. 1, Scharwenka; 
“Sonata,” Op. 8, No. 1, Goetz; “ The Chase,” Rhein- 
berger *, “Spring” (Etude), Op. 82, Godard; “La 
Gazelle” Op. 22, Kallaek ; “ Mazurka ” Op. 64, No. 2, 
Godard ; “ Rondo Capriccioso,” Op 14, Mendelssohn ; 
“Silverspring,” Bendel; “ Fantasie Impromptu” (C 
sharp miuor), Chopin; “ Concerto,” Op. 21, Haydn. 
EDUCATIONAL HINTS. 
BT K.. MERZ. 
- - OP 
^poph., With ready <*«»» seido» emoun, ,o Antique and Slattern Pianoforte Basic. 
Lessen your labors, so that you may do the best work. 
Use every honest means to raise your prices. 
Mendelssohn’s advice to students is to the effect that 
one should think more of one’s own progress than of the 
opinion of others. 
No progress is possible without a high aim, diligence 
and self-denial. This applies to progress in the arts as 
well as in morality. 
Remember, if you do not put your mind to work, you 
have not practiced. No, even if you have spent" hours 
at the piano. \ 
Plenty of teachers all over this land train pupils to be 
players or singers, but not to be intelligent musicians. 
It requires an intelligent musician to make a goed 
teacher. 
PUBLISHED BT 
WM. E. ASH MALL A CO., 
231 East 80th St., New York City. 
This edition contains an exceedingly practical series of Teaching 
pieces by standard composers. 
We refer to the following valuable'testimony:— 
Steinway Hall, New York. 
I have seen and played many of Mr. Ash mail's excellent publica¬ 
tions; they are selected with taste and the fingering it all that could 
'be desired. . „ _ ' 8. B. Mji/ls, 
The scholastic music had no art, the popular music 
no science.—Hullgh. . 
I am convinced that many who think they have no taste 
for music would learn to appreciate it and partaketof its 
blessings, if they often listened to good instrumental music 
with earnestness and attention.—Ferdinand Hiller, 
The first requisite in a musician is, that he should 
respect, acknowledge, and do homage to what is great 
ana sublime in his art, instead of trying to extinguish the 
great lights,, bo that his own small one may Bhine a little 
more brightly.—Mendelssohn. 
_ The judgment of the true connoisseur is always dis¬ 
tinguished by moderation. With him it is a point oi 
honor to weigh Tns words, and not to offend against 
truth. The ordinary art gossip indulges in superlatives 
of a real or feigned enthusiasm ; for his favorites he has 
nothing but unqualified praise; for all others, but adverse 
criticism, and truth is of less consequence than some 
piquant turn.—lgnaz Moscheles. . 
We feel a sort of a pity and also a sort of contempt 
for a music teacher who says he has no time to read. If 
yon have no time for that purpose, take it by force. 
Cultivate character as well as the art. A teacher 
without character is no benefit to art. To the contrary, 
he is an injury to it, no matter how skillful a player or 
singer he may be.' 
Do not neglect reviewing. If you do, you will find, 
to your sorrow, that you are building at one end of the 
road while Hie other is sinking in the mire, or is being 
washed away. __ 
Many aspire high; they-; desire to fly like eagles. 
Alas I their wings are too weak and their bodies too 
heavy. Those who fly high and who accomplish great 
things are the leaders of mankind. 
It is the teacher’s duty to pour all that is in him—all 
of his strength and love—-into his work. If he withholds, 
he is. dishonest, and his dishonesty injures himself as 
well as Ilia pupil. 
The man who is determined to make progress will also 
find the way to go on. The perseverance that enables 
men to overcome obstacles in other pursuits in life will 
also help the teacher, to reach success. 
Says a writer: “Cheerful looks make every dish a 
feast, and so they make every music lesson a pleasure. 
’Tis a cheap dish, yet how slow teachers are in buying 
it—how slow they are in putting it on their tables along¬ 
side of their daily work of instruction,”—BrainarcFs 
Musical World. 
A fresh pianoforte salesman being asked by a young 
lady if he had any nice piano pieces, petrified her by 
replying that he sold-his pianos whole.—-Ex, 
The other day a lady went to a vocal teacher for 
instruction in Binging. After trying her voice, the 
teacher Baid: “ Madam, you have no voice; I do not 
see why you wish to take lessons in sinking, for yon 
cannot sing well enough to appear in public.” “ Oh, I 
don’t expect to be able to Bing,” was her reply; “ I only 
want about a dozen lessons, so as to become a teacher of 
singing.” 
A well-known writer expressed an opinion to this 
effect: “The peculiar characteristic bf classic music is 
that it is really so much better than it sounds.” From 
a popular point of view the writer has hit the “gold.” 
The siren voice of flattery has ruined the bright promise 
of many a young artist. . ; 
A man of genius is simply an individual who was born 
to-work and suffer in order to benefit mankind. 
Before the artist can hope to harvest sweet fruits, he 
must pass many a day of bitter experience.—Moritz 
Hauptmann. ■ „„ 
Music is almost indispensable to our being, John 
Raskin says: “As gymnastic exercise is necessary,to 
keep the body healthy, musical exercise is necessary to. 
keep the soul healthy; and the proper nourishment of 
the intellect and passions can no more take place without 
music than the proper functions of the stomach and blood 
can go on without exercise.” 
Von Billow’s advice to pianists to practice the violin 
as an aid to the development of expression in music has 
had a stimulating effect hr that direction. Many pianists 
of both -sexes have adopted the great pianist’s recom¬ 
mendation withrihteresting results to themselves, if not 
to others who pay^ tebn obliged to hear the struggle for 
true inwardness. \Bjt£er buds often grow to be the 
i sweetest blossoms •,) and<the tart phonics of the incipient 
i violinist sometimes developtnto cadences “that rival the 
death song of the bwan.-—Brainard's Mus. World. 
. Chickbring Haul, New Tore. 
Messrs. Wm. E. Ashmai/l A Co. have lately published sogae very 
carefully edi’ed and well-selected piano pieces. The works are well 
phrased and fingexed. Wm. H. Sherwood. 
Atlanta, Ga. 
Dear Mr. Ashmaix: 
Your “Standard Classic Edition’’ is splendid in every way, and 
ranking with the yery best ; fine paper, large and elear print .Tour 
Catalogue is excellently selected -..wishing you muon success, I am 
yours truly, ''Constantin Sternberg. 
New York, 1429 Park Are. 
Messrs, Wm. E. Ashmaix A Co., 
Dear Sirs:—I have carefully examined your “Standard Classic 
Edition,” and can only join the others in saying that it it unexcelled 
in Us beauty and correct®ess. If it has as large a sale as it merits, you 
will have no leisure for years to come. You have my best wishes „ 
for abundant success. I am, very truly yours; 
Eugene Thayer, Mus. Doc. 
Cleveland; Ohio. 
Wm. E. Ashmall, Esq., 
Dear Stu -Your publications at hand. I am greatly pleased with 
the typographical elegance of your Standard Classic Edition, and have 
no hesitancy in pronouncing it at among iheverybest extant Wishing 
you success, I aim, very sincerely, 
Wilson G. Smith. 
We recommend-the fol’owing to Teachers who are in need of some¬ 
thing better than the usual class of music. 
Valse Impromptu, Thee. Lack... .......$ .50 
“ L’Echo ’’ Valse de Salon, CL Sternberg.. ..60 
Intefmezsa alia Marcia, op. 40, C, Sternberg... 75 . 
Valse Soatimental, op. 47, Jshmall...  
Danse Arabesque, op.60, Ashmall..—. .40 
Supplication (arr. from Frans), Wilson O. Smith.. .40 
Five Poetical Studies, Lugia Gamarelli........ . . .60 
Three Poetical Sketches, op. 65, Lugia Gamarelli.. .. 
No. 1. Spring on ....25 
“ 2. Su; licatlon......25 
“ 8. Swing Song......  
Album Leaflet, op, 44, C. Sternberg.....40 
Valse Miniature, L. Bchehlmdnn.,.. ....  
etc., etc. 
Send for Catalogues, terms,etc. Liberal discounts to the profession 
MUSIC SENT TO TEACHERS ON SELECTION. 
Address the publishers. 
IS® 
I 
WM. E. ASHMALL & CO., 
231 East 80th Strsst, New YoriTTjity. 
Messrs. ¥1. E. ASHMALL & GO. 
beg to announce that they have now in course of publication a new jo. 
work for Organists, entitled ’ 
THE ORGANISTS’ JOURNAL. 
This work will bo sold by subscription, and will be complete in 12 
partB. Each part will be inclosed in an attractive cover and will 
contain at least four excellent pieces suitable for church service. We 
shall also present a number of novelties appropriate for Concerts, 
Recitals, and oiher oceasioBsV The Price of subscription for the . 
entire work is S3.00. This will be the 11 nest and most complete work 
for the Organ in the market; it will contain the most practical and 
latest compositions of the best German, French, American and 
English writers. _ 
Each piece will be of high class. Nothing will be put in to fill up 
space. The entire work will be within the ability of any church 
organist. 
We would like to Impress upon you the fact that— 
lBt. The music will be edited in the most careful manner. Special 
attention will be given to the Phrasing, Pedal Marking, Registra¬ 
tion, etc. 
2d. The Music will be printed from Engraved plates (not typt 
8d. No other work gives so much music for so little money; each 
part costing 25 cents, will contain 81.’50 worth of music. 
4th. Non* of the pieces are top difficult for the Araofear or the Student, 
and the Professional Organist will find o large number of compositions 
which are only to be fmnul at present in expensive ediliom 
5th. The work will also commend itself to Teachers and Organ 
pupils, on account of the large number of pieces avaUoble for instruc- • 
Parts 1,2,8 and 4 are now ready, Nos. V-XV, and wil >e sent, post— 
paid, on receipt of the subscription. Succeeding parts will be Issued 
and forwarded; one each month, until the 12 numbers are complete. - 
• Circulars and sample pages giving full information, will be sent 
free on receipt bf name ana address. 
For further information, address the publishers, 
' WM. E. ASHMALL & CO 
'-23I East 80th Street, New York: 
THE ETUDE 195 
A Supplement to Every Instruction 




.. BY ■ 
DP J±JEZjtt2>rrJ?. 
Translated by M. A. Blerstadt. 
PRICE 81.00. 
THIS work is designed to accompany the instruction 
book with every beginner, and will serve as a supple 
ment to any method. 
The information is imparted in the form of questions 
and answers, which will make the work useful as a primer, 
but it is vastly more direct and comprehensive than any 
primer published- 
The following are a few of the subjects, out of the 175 
pages, which we give at random: 
General Advice on the Method of Practice. 
Necessity of Counting. 
Some Special Difficulties. 
MusicalMemory. 
On Beading Music. 
The Pedal. 
Overcoming of Bad Habits. * 
The book will be bound in cloth, and will be a pleasing 
contrast to the ordinary pasteboard cover primers that are 
placed in the hands of abeginner. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRES8ER, 
1704 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Lessons in Musical History, 
BY 
'JOHN COMPOST PILLMOHE. 
Price $1.50 postpaid. 
A comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; espe¬ 
cially designed for the use of schools and literary insti¬ 
tutions. 
..Address Publisher,;. .. 
Theodore Pbesseb, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
young Polks’ Songs, 
COMPILED AND ARRANGED BY P. J. LAMMERS. 
PRICE SO CENTS. 
A Collection of Easy and Melodious Songs for 
Tonng People. 
(From thr Author’s Preface.) 
In preparing the little collection of songs, great care 
has been taken to select simple and interesting melodies, 
somewhat above the ordinaiy nursery songs, but not 
quite so advanced as the ballad. They are designed to 
occupy a place between these two; Address 
THEO. PBESSEB, 
No. 1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHTT. A.UELPHIA. 
A PIANOFORTE INSTRUCTOR. 
BY JAMES HAMILtOH HOWE. 
Op. 15. 
This Instructor includes for its theoretical portion: 
Notation; Rhythm; Chromatic Signs; Accent; Marks 
of Touch, Power and Tempo; Syncopation; Abbrevia¬ 
tion ; Marks of Power and Tempo, and Theory of Tech¬ 
nique. A fall page is devoted to Diagrams for Position 
at the Pianoforte. 
The Practical part contains a thorough set of Technical 
Exercises, progressively arranged; scales, major and 
two minor, in all. keys, supplemented by attractive Les¬ 
sons and Illustrative Compositions. 
Throughout the work are introduced Duets for Teacher 
and Pupil, illustrating certain exercises in an entertain¬ 
ing manner. - 
The last fonr pages are devoted to the Major Scales in 
all keys, with Grand Arpeggios; the Harmonic, Melodic 
and Mixed Minor Scales in all keys, and an original Grand 
Arpeggio and Octave Exercise, which is both interesting 
and instructive. 
The Instructor has been endorsed by the following 
Artists and Teachers: Wm. H. Sherwood, S. A. Emery, 
Fannie Bloomfield, Neally Stevens, Constantin Stern¬ 
berg, J. S. Van' Cleve, J. C. Fillmore, Arthur Foote, 
Louis Mass, Alex. Lambert, Calixa Lavellee, W. S. B. 
Mathews, Carlisle Petersilia, Joshua Phippen, Jr, G. 
H. Howard, W. H. Dana, J. Wolfram, S. N. Penfield, 
C. H. Morse, W., .G>. Smith, -Max Leckner, Willard 
Burr, H. A. KelBoV Thomas Tapper, Jr., Norman 
McLeod, Flora M. Hunter, Ad. M. Foerster, E. R. 
Kroeger, F. W. Root, W. L.- Blnmerschein, Wm. Mac¬ 
donald, F. R. Webb, H. M. Wild, Mrs. L. Heerwagen. 
This work, which is meeting with great favor and a 
likewise extensive sale, retails for the small snm of 
$150, with liberal discount to the profession and'trade. 
flISTOBY OB PIANO FORTE MUSIC 
By J. C. FILLMORE. 
" Mr.' Fillmore deserves the tnanbs of the musical people for haring 
written a very readable book on an interesting subject. " * * Shows 
an intelligence rare among English writers on such topics.”—The Na¬ 
tion, NewTork. • 
“ We most cordially recommend this little volume as being thoronghly 
intarfeeting and most usefnS to' all who desire to. study the subject cl- 
which it treats.-—The Athensam, London^ England;" ' 
Endowed by all the leading pisnisSs and teachera of America 
We '(‘’resent a Few Communications outer Many Received: . 
“As one reads it the wonder grows how so small a book could be 
mule to contain so much good information.”—W. S. B. Mathews. - 
It is worthy of very high commendation.”—-Da. Wm; .Mason. 
“ I can only express myself -in the highest terms of praise concerning 
it.”—Dr. Louis Maas. 
. “ I wish every one of. my pupils to read and study this work.”—Wm. 
H. Sherwood. 
“It is a mine of valuable information for the student, ana should be 
in the hands of everyone interested in music.”—H. Clarence Eddy. 
“ It is an extremely well-written and Instructive work, and should, 
in-my judgment, be in the bands of every earnest plan© student.”— 
Dudley Buck. 
“ I consider it a very valuable work, and one that ought to be in the 
lihrary of every student of the piano.”—Mm, Julia Kivx-Kino;- 
“ The book is well adapted to teaching, and I shall gladly introduce 
it.to my pupils.”—Emil Lieblino. 
“ An excellent work."—Amy Fat. 
“Every piano pupil ought to wad it.”—Richard Zecbweb.\ 
. 'Willprovea great aid So all earnest students.”—H. A. Clarke. 
"The author is evidently master of his sutyect,"—Jobs jSsiOAX. 
Price, fl.50. 
The Philadelphia Musical Journal, 
ORLY $1.00 A YEAR. 
AMERICA’S LEADING MUSICAL PUBLICATION. 
Educational Department. Edited by Hugh A. Clarke, Hus 
Doc., University of Pennsylvania. 
Every issue contains 16 pages of-new music, and from 16 to 20 pages 
of musical literature, interesting and valuable to'Music Teachers, 
Pupils, and all lovers of the Art Divine; ;' It Is'the official organ of the 
Pennsylvania State Music Teacher's Association. 
A Folio of Music Fiee to Every Subscriber. 
8PECIAL TERMS AND DISOOUNT^TO MU8I0 TEA0HER8 
Yearly Subscription, $1.00. Sample Copy, 10 cts. 
■ GOULD, & WOOLLEY,;Publishers, _ , 
1.416 and 1418 Chestnut St.,.Philadelphia. 
NEW, EAST AND PROGRESSIVE 
Method for the Pianoforte. 
BY JULIUS E„ MULLER. 
SHEET MUSIC BINDERS. 
SHEET MUSIC 
is 
A THING OF THE PAST. 
FRIGE ^1.00. BOtJlfB iia BOMSDS. 
This is an entirely new work. The author is an active 
teacher, who is well known as the composer of that once 
popular parlor piece “ Falling Leaves.” In this work 
he has aimed at the popular taste. The names of 
Streabbog and Spindler appear the oftenest. The book 
has very few exercises. Address^.. 
THEO. PRESSES, 
No. 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia. 
,T He .JV^usieiKN, 
©Sieot of iftiA -i£ to fiefp 
to tfta Cottar a^berAtan^ii^ aljb 
ei^jo^’mertt of feaaufifuf MuAic. 
■ Ijb Btx grades, 78 C4o. 
The work contains analyses of many of the best 
compositions by Classical writers- Starting with the 
very easiest pieces for beginners,' it leads on, m, pro¬ 
gressive order, through six grades, to the most difficult 
works written for the Piano-forte. ~ 
It- presupposes no kn'owledge of harmony, but, 
'starting with the simplest forms of composition, ex- 
iv plains'the most essential points, -just -as -occasion pre- 
IXseats itiself in th different work unde omsideration, 
a jing * ch concise and 11 id ng u g * ®s rill be iu 1 
stOOd by mentally * ss-deVelaped sch mra. Thewors ias 
met with the unqualified endorsement of all those who 
have, examined it. 
1st. Sheet Music and Sheet Publications of all kinds, 
with this Binder applied, become practically inde- 
. strnctible. V : , ' •• _ ; / . 
2d. It is the only article ever invented for binding and 
protecting the leaves and edges of sheet music, 
and what is more, it thoroughly performs its work. 
3d. By itsnse Music will lastindefinitely. 
4th. No leaves can drop to the door and become, lost, 
torn, or separated. ’ 
5th. It facilitates the rolling of mnsic for the music roll. 
6th. It materially assists in turning the leaves. 
7th. Its application will improve the appearance, ,,and 
the leaves will retain their proper positidn and 
.remain open while in-use. 
8th. It is doubly valuable to beginners, as Mnsic with 
this article applied, will neither wear nor tear. 
9th. Its application is so simple that a child can apply it. 
Bcoceg containing Binders Tor 40 and 90 Pages# 
Fries 25 and 50 Cents. 
Address, 
THEO. PRESSER, 




MUSIC AND MUSICIANS. 
The only Complete Bnoyclopfiedia of Music to 
the English Language. 
IN FOUR VOLUMES. 
$6.00 per Volume. 818.00 for Complete Work, 
^Address, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
‘ , - P H i L-ADELPtf tA*,v-P A 
NEWHALL & EVANS MUSIC CO., —-seas; 
Publishers, Importers and Dealers, ul3lbo: 1CZG 
171 WEST FOURTH ST., 
Classics. 
CINCINNATI, 0.1 
Finest Editions at Lowest Prices. 
Special attention to Teachers' Orders. 
A BLMM EXERCISE ROOK 
Por the Analytical Study of Ifusioal Compositions. 
For Students of Piano, Harmony, 
Musical Form, eta. 
By Hi. R. CHURCH, 
1208 Ann Street, Parkersburg, West Virginia, 
APOPDLARWORK 
MUSICAL STUDIES AT HOME, 
BT • 
MARGARET B. HARVEY. 
Neatly Bound in Cloth. Brioe $1.85. 
8UITABLE FOR PRESENT 
These Studies are intended for those remote from cen¬ 
tres of musical advantages, those whose early education 
in music has been neglected, those who have become dis¬ 
couraged by wrong methods of teaching, and those whose 
time and means for self-improvement are limited. 
THEO. PBSSSEB, Publisher, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
Tim” 
HENRY F. MILLER 
OS 
FOR PIANO. 
A judicious selection from the works of foreign authors 
of the highest rank. A glance at the contents will be 
sufficient for players of musical discrimination. Printed 
from new engraved plates on finest quality music paper. 
CONTENTS: 
AIR DE BALLET. ...JADASSOHN 
ALBUM LEAF.   GRUTZMACHER 
ALBUM LEAF .  BARGIEL 
AM■ MEER...-.....SCHUBERT 
AT EVENING........  CHYTTE 
BARCAROLE...     .T8CHAIKOWSKY 
BONNE NTTIT.....  NIEMANN 
CANZONETTA....   .JENSEN 
CANZON ETTA...HOLLAENDER 
CANZONETTA....,.  MERKEL 
CHILDHOOD’S FROLICS..   MEYER 
CONSOLATION......    LISZT 
CRADLE SONG.............KJERULF 
FIRST MEETING... NIOODE 
FLEETING TIME..........  HABERBIER 
FLOWER OF SPRING... HABERBIER 
FROLICS...,........von WILM- 
HAPPINB38 ENOUGH. .SCHUMANN 
HERZENSLIEB0BLEN... ...HA USE 
LEICHTES SPIEL..... .WOLFF 
LIED OHNE WORTE.   HOLZEL 
LOVE SONG......  ..HENSELT 
MMXJDIE......  MOSZKOWSKI 
ELODIE.........VON HOLTEN 
MENUETTO.......8CHARWENKA 
MOMENT MUSICAL.      .BCHARWENKA 
MURMURING ZEPHYRS.........(jrnbkn) NIEMANN 
NOCTURNE...  MEYER-HELMUND 
NORWEGIAN SONG....HOFMANN 
ON THE RIVULET............ HOFMANN 
POLONAISE.......................................MERKEL 
REPENTANCE......    NICODE 
ROMANCE.   .RUBINSTEIN 
ROMANCE.......... SCHUMANN 
SEREN ADE... HABERBIER 
SLUMBER SONG......... ...........HELLER 
TRAUMEREI.  SCHUMANN 
VILLAGE MUSICIANS.......VON WILM 
ZUR LAUTE......v.....HOFMANN 
Price, in Boards, 




The following form a graded Hat of choice pieces of muslo, each of 
whioh is attractive and suitable for purposes of recreation or study. 
THE PIANO. 
Grade I. JEatiett. Recreative. 
My First Fieoe—InC.r... . . V;.O. Benedetti. S .20 
The Drum Major--in C....... “ .26 
May be taken alter the first six lessons in the Primary Instructor 
or First Plano Technics. ... 
. Grads I to IT. Recreative. 
\ Twinkling Star Waltz—in C.St. Croix. $ .25 
Hop o’ my Thumb Polka—in G..........Benedetti. .25 | L’Eliaire d’Amore—in G.Donizetti. .26 
Come on Galop—in C..:...... .Benedetti. .26 
Gradell. Recreative. 
Barcarole—in G.St. Croix. .26 
Bevery—in F...... •• .25 
Morning Prayer—in F (Improved Ed ).Streabbog. .40 
Clairieat—Same Grade. 
Sonatina—in G...Beethoven. .20 
Allegro assai—inF................... “ .25 
Grade II to III. Recreative, 
The Bat—in E flat.F. Stamatb- .80 
Sweet Violet—in E flat (Improved Ed.)..Spindler. .40 
Grade III. Clautcal. 
Allegretto—in A....Haydn. .80 
Kneoht Ruprecht—in A minor.Schumann. .80 
Grade IV. Recreative. 
Olivette—in A flat.Audran. .40 
Merry War—in F.Strauss. .40 
Nocturne—Romance (new)...  Goldbeck. .40 
Has made a great impression in New York, 
domical—Sams Grade. 
Uotturno—in E (Midsummer Night’s Dream).Mendelssohn. .40 
Grade IVtoV. < 
Nooturne—A fl t.   .Tausig. .40 
Lohengrin—B flat.........Wagner. .60 
Da Bomnambula.   .Favarger. .75 
Der Freisohiitz. “ .75 
Grade V. 
Sylvia (Pisasicati) Concert piece...........Goldbeck. - .80 
I/Arpa-rAflat. Joacbim-Raff. .60 
Scherzo Presto—E minor.Mendelssohn. .60 
Nocturne—A flat....Thalberg. .80 
Gra/ie Vito VIII. Diftoult. 
Rhapsody No. 13—inA. Liszt. .80 
“ " • No. 8—in F sharp.... “ .80 
Rondeau Brilliant—E flat.. Weber. .75 
De Tourbillou. Celebrated Whirlwind Waltz..Goldbeck. 1.00 
Grade II.—Don Giovanni—in C...   .Mozart. - .80 
“ Home, Sweet Home—in F.St. Croix. .25 
Grade III.—Fepanola—in F...:......Goldbeck. .60 
Grade IV.—On the Bay—in E flat. « .40 
Grade V—Fluttering Dove—in A flat. 11 1.00 
“ Mountain Chapel—InG...... “ .60 
“ Ookerthal—in E..... -Litolff. .40 
u In the Garden of the Emperor—in E flat 
Goldbeck. *50 
Grade TV.—Berceuse—in D flat.. .Chopin. .60 
PIANO METHODS AND EXERCISES. 
PRIMARY PL&RO INSTRUCTOR...Goldbeck. 32.00 
First step to beginning of Third Grade. 
FIRST TECHNICS—1st and 2d Grades.R. Goldbeck. 1.00 
THIRTY-SIX EXERCISES—in Three Parts—fid and 4th 
Grades. Part .80 
Part IL ..........'.80 
Part HI...    1.25 
TWELVE EXERCISES AND EXUDM-Gradea 4 and 5. 
Part I...   80 
Part ...  .80 
HENRY F. MILLER & SONS’ 
PIANO COMPANY, 
BOSTON. PHILADELPHIA. 
. Manufactory, Wakefield, Mass. 
35 STABUSaED 1S79. 
WERNER’S VOICE. 
A Monthly Jenrnal Devoted to the Hiiman Voice In all Its Phases. 
A Practical Guide for the Restoring, the Culti¬ 
vating and the Preserving of the Voice. ^ 
sysst saraiAASD m?7 mcsss ot smanre shovls eavz it 
Werner’s Voice for 1880 will be Better and Brighter 
more Complete and more Practical, Larger in Size and: 
Larger in Circulation, with IncreaaeaCapital »«* 
Si * Scope, and with Greater Attention to Analy. 
sis ana Criticism. 
©L50 A YEAR; 15 CTS. A HUMBER. 
Mention Thk Stubs, and Send for Full Prospectus and Sample Copy' 
Address the Editor and Proprietor, 
EDGAR S. VEE1EE, * 
No. 148 UNIVERSITY PLACE, NEW YORK! 
FOR PIANO AND VIOLIN. 
(With extra Violin part in separate binding.) 
Contains compositions by the best authors, and of 
absolutely unequaled merit They will be found equally 
acceptable for concert performances or drawing-room 
pastime. The separate violin part relieves both per¬ 
formers of the discomfort of playing from one book. 
Issued in the same careful and costly style as “ Choice 
Classics.” 
CONTETCTS 
ANDANTE AND MARCH.. BEETHOVEN 
ANGEL’S SERENADE.... .BRAGA 
AVE MARIA...v.....GOUNOD 
CONFIDENCE...        .MENDELSSOHN 
GIPSEY ANCE... EBN8T 




MENUETTO....  .MOZART 
NIGHT SONG...    ..VOGT 
NOCTURNE...   .MENDELSSOHN 
PAVANE, LA...  EICHBERG 
F1ZZICATI (8ylvia). .   .DELIBES 
PRIEBE.LA.........  ....ERNST 
REVERIE........  .FAUCONIER 
ROMANCE.  SCHUMANN 
ROMANCE.........HA LEVY 
ROMANZA..  .......KRAUSE 
SERENADE...  TXTTL 
-SERENADE.......... -....-SCHUBERT 
SERENADE...  HAYDEN 
: SEREN ATA... MOSZKOWSKI 
'SPRING’S AWAKENING.   .■.....BACH 
, 4EBAUMERIE....  SCHUMANN 
1 Prlc te* in Boards, including separate Violin part, $1.00 
Cloth, “ “ “ « I SA 
FOR BAIiE AT ALL MUSIC STORES. 
MU8ICAL ART PUBLICATIONS. 
Goldbeok’s Musical Instructor. Bound (Vol. I).31-60 (Postage II cents.) 
Musical Art, Bound (Vol.II);.... 2.75 
. (Postage 81 cento.) 
« “ Bound (VolTlII)......... 2.75 
.(Postage 82 cento.) 
These volumes contain the three graduating course*, reading and 
music text of the Piano, Voice and Harmony, from the first begin¬ 
ning. No discount on first copies of these bound volumes. 
VOCAL MUSIC. 
The Falconer—BAaC^c—®f...Pinsati. 3 .25 
Fartiag—ln F, le—*f... . Voea. .80 
Oh Fragrant Grove! WaitaSong (*d—:*g)........Earle. .40 
Adieu, Our Dream of Love—*e—*b flat.Goldbeck. .40 
Those Evening Bells—F. ^Celebrated Alto8o • ^ 
As a Solo, or with Violin, Flute or Cell® accompaniment. 
Forever to Thee, Alto Song. In G........Goldbeck. .40 
VOCAL IHSTBUCTOB. ByR. -Go&dbsok.  2.50 
; is makiBg ito way as the most efficient Instructor. • 
■VOCAL ETUDES AED EXERCISE*. In two Parts. 
Part I.  80 
Part II. . 80 
SACRED. 
Collection of 7 Quartettes. Each a gem. Of moderate 
difficulty........... .... ,v..... 31.50 
Gloria in Fxcelsis... 40 
T,e Deum.   bo 
'/ORCAN. 
Collection of 9 Voluntaries, in 8vo form.. 3 .80 
“ “ “ “ in 4to form.............. 1.00 
THEORETICAL. 
The Harmony Primer.........• -15 
ADDITIONAL PIECES AND S0N9S. 
PIANO. 
Grade IF.—The Serenade. - . .Schubert. 3 .60 
“ “ Pasterale et Pri&re (Organ or Piano)..... .80 
*« Waltz—in F minor_.................Chopin. .20 
“ Home, 8weet Home—in E flat.....85 
Grade V.— Bong of the Fountain—in F.Goldbeck, -80 
- Purung Stream—inF.......i...... •“ .1.00 
926. Kullak. Op. 81. No. 3, Grand- 
. mother Tells a Shuddering Tal® . 
Grade II........;........ 
Kullak he* written r » * if II ;k si s call * 
“ Scenes from Childhood.” They are all excellent, and 
compare well with those Schumann has written. This 
. piece is almost descriptive. The theme Is measured and 
T auch minor i an easily imagine a gr if 
- children listening to grandmother relating some fright¬ 
ful story. In a few ces the story 1 t - sk I * a 
repetitloh of tha phrase, which is quite lifelike. Toward 
the close the theme grows fainter, and then isheard only 
detachments of it,.until finally ~ 
PUPIL’S LESSON SOOK, * EXERCISES, 
General Piano. Technics, Scales;.... 
SONCS. 
•> re Maria (E gllsh an • 1 atln iroi Is) 
Am &k jning' of Bpr 
v. Sal or Love .... ... 
Tarante la -J mint . .. .. . * 
;• Price 10 Cents. $1.00 per Dozen. 
The object of this work Is to systemlze practice and stimulate the 
stndent to better study. It contains a record of the pnpll’s work 
and assigns a place for Technic, Etudes and Pieces, with the 
degrees of merit of their preparation. The date of each lesson is 
also given, and in the back.of the little book are fonr blank forms 
for quarterly reports, which will be found very useful. 
Address the Publisher, 
THEC PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 





1 selsior I Quartette r Chorus... , 
Boat Song. Pour Female Voices.......... 
Drop, Drop, Slow Tears. Male Voices, 
Heavenly Serenade. -Male Voices.. 
Address 
,. . Grandmother goes to 
Sleep,’* but soon wakens to vigorously close the story. 
927. Iiichner, H. Op. 149. No. 0, Gipsey 
Dance. Grade III. 
This Is the last movement of one of the author’s sona¬ 
tinas, a' rollicking dance, that will please and instruct 
the average pupil. The piece ia one of-the most popular 
in our catalogue; 
928. 'Smith, Wilson G. Op. 43.' No. 1, 
Valse Minuet. Grade IY.... 
This opus comprises the author’s' latest published 
work, and is destined h|J}ecome among the most popular 
of his-compositions; As indicated in the title, this com¬ 
position possesses the characteristics of both the valse 
and minuet. In a technical way it affords excellent 
practice in delicate grace-note embellishments in the 
right hand. The second theme, more characteristic of 
a valse movement, presents a graceful theme lu the right 
hand, accompanied by the left, in imitation passages, 
thus giving excellent practice in acquiring a perfect 
independence,both in execution and phrasing, in. either 
hand, Musically, the piece is poetic and melodious. 
929. Lichner, H. Op. 149. No. 0, Sona¬ 
tina. Grade III----- 
This iff, one of the most delightful sonatinas issued. 
Full of melody; which flows with ease and grace from be¬ 
ginning to end. A Gypsy Dance forms tne last move¬ 
ment, which has grown very 'popular as a separate piece, 
bat is nowhere more welcome than where it originally 
belongs. 
930. Heller. Serenade of Schubert. 
Grade III.......... 
This is an elegant arrangement of this exquisite 
melody. The edition is finely edited by J. 0. Fillmore. 
Goldbeck. 9 .50 
THEO. PRESSER 
1704 Chestnut Street Philadelphia, Pa FIVE VALUABLE PAMPHLETS: 
The Practical Value of Certain Modem Theories respecting 
Science of Harmony.” By J. 0. Fillmore, Author of “His¬ 
tory of Music,”...........5 
What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home. 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
by John Behmann,.....i 
' Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or PupiL” By Aloys 
Hennes,.........] 
'Advice to Young Students of Pianoforte.” A collection of about 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borst,...J 
1 Method of Study.” (For Amateurs.) By O. A. Macirore,.! 
The Five sent by Mail for 50 ete. 
LATEST PUBLICATIONS 
THEODORE PRESSER, 
1704 OHESTFUT STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA, 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 1704 Chestnut St., 
PHILADELPHIA, PA 
ORDER BY 
kukbkr only. Grade 1 to 10. 
918. Goldner, W. Op. 30. Air Moldave 
Mazurka. Grade V...... 
Showy, full of character, moderately difficult. While 
the composition admits of fine shading, it possesses no 
technically difficult passages. The charm of the piece 
lies in the spirit of the composition, rather than the 
finger passages. It is finely edited and remarkably free 
from typographical errors. 
PIANO TEACHING 
FELIX LE CODPPEY, 919. Goeruer, P. Op. 2. In the Forest. 
Grade II.. 
A pleasing little musical composition that will encour¬ 
age the despairing pupil. The grade is, perhaps, toward 
the close of Grade IL 
We have just published 
PRACTICAL HARMONY Price 75 Oents, Postpaid, 
920. Mendelssohn. Op. 72. No. 3, Kin¬ 
ders tuck e. Grade III..... 
Mendelssohn wrote six pieces called Kinderstiicke, 
children pieces, of which this one, No. 3, is, perhaps, the 
most pleasing. It is written after the style of a song 
without words. It is one of those pure and soulful 
simple pieces, that every teacher shonld teach whenever 
opportunity permits, which is with almost every pupil. 
It is by playing such lovely gems as this that the begin¬ 
ners see beanty in music outside the dance forma. 
DESIGNED FOR THE USE OF PIANO STUDENTS. 
COOTENTS. 
L Introduction—Object of this Book. 
* II. The age at which the Study of Hano may begin. 
IH. Should a Musical Education be begun by Study of Solfeggio? 
IV. la Classical to be preferred to Brilliant Music ? 
V. The Study of Technic; 
VI. Tbs Utility of Collections of Etudes—-Various Counsels, 
VII. The Precautions to be taken when many faults are met with 
in Pupils who have studied the Piano for some time. 
VUL Emulation. .. 
IX. Musical Memory. 
X. Can a Teacher himself prudently give up the Study of the Piano 
XL Accessory qualities of the Teacher. 
XII. To Pupils, -7--—:—n. 
Xtll. The Method of Practice. 
XIV. The Influence of Musical Studies, and the kind of Instruction 
necessary to a Teacher. 
XV. General Be marks—last Counsel. 
Published by THEO. 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa* 
MB. F. IL. EiTTEiSL 
Prioe 76 Cents in Paper; ei.00 in Boards. 
A work of the greatest importance to'students of har¬ 
mony and the pianoforte. There is no other work of 
this kind in onr language, and we are sure that it will 
occupy a distinguished place in onr system of musical 
education. It takes the pupil over the whole ground of 
harmony. All the rules are covered in exercises of the 
most varied kind, to be played at the pianoforte. It is a 
good preparation for the art of composition and improvi¬ 
sation, calculated to incite the stndent to musical pro¬ 
duction. The work will help greatly to facilitate the 
young musician’s difficult task regarding the thorough 
study of harmony. 
THEO. PRESSER, 
Publisher, 
1704 Chestnnt Street. 
921. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 43. No. 2, 
Mill-Wheel Song. Grade V.... 
--And what can be said to adequately present the char¬ 
acteristic grace and beauty of this little tone-pictnre—a 
perfect gem of its kind? The triplet figuration in the 
left hand presents a groundwork of monotonous hum¬ 
ming accompaniment to the bright and sparkling theme 
of the song As a bit of tone-painting, we know of 
nothing better In recent piano literature. It has already 
been played in concert by several concert artists, and 
won an invariable incore. 
“ There the old mill-wheel remains, 
And lets the mili-atream run; 
And if it shines or if it rains, 
It Bings at Bet of sun.” 
, The sentiment of this motion Is most charmingly and 
practically reproduced in the unceasing flow of the 
stream, and its accompaniment alternating in either 
hand. 
922. Schubert, Fr. From Op. 78. Minuet 
in B Minor. Grade VI. 
One of Schubert’s most popular pieces, made known 
by the playing"of it by Kuhinsteln when in this country. 
Thepieces require the same style of technical playing 
as Chopin’s Military Polonaise, Op^dO, No. 2, with the 
addition of finer shading. One should be well devoloped 
musically to do justice to the beauties of this piece,unless 
it is executed with theproper 'taste it will degenerate 
into mere empty hammering the keys of .the piano. 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price 76 Oents. $6.00 per dozen, by Express, 
This folio is without spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address THEO. PRESSER, Phila., Pa. ' 
FOB PIANO STUDENTS. 
A new invention of great practical value and real benefit to the Piano 
Player. 
AN IMPORTANT WORK. ~ 
Z£q&i fa tBCnbrrsfaiib ®usir 
VOL II. 
BY W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
PRICE *1.50. 
Musical Miscellanies, Historical, Oritloai, 
Philosophical and Pedagogic. 
Among the subjects treated, are Self Culture in Mufnc, 
Bird’s ye View of Musical History 1 gmerfSCVt; ■ 
Theory if Piano Teaching, Psychological rel 
music, etc;> etc. 1 '1 
Address Publisher, • . : 
THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia* 
923. Schumann, R. Op. 12. No. 3. 
Warum? (Why ?). Grade IV......... 
This is a good study in OaniobOe playing, besides being 
one of Schumann’s gems. The piece is finely edited by 
W. 8. B. Mathews. 
924. Kuhlau, F. Op. 55. ■ No. 1, Sona¬ 
tina. Grade III........................... 
Kuhla ■ has written nan; plea ring at 1 instruct! i 
lit 1c w< rks fo pi we but no j mot bet tiftil than t 
one before ns. It is in the key of O, bright, fidwing and' 
ne . iio. It has c *.: ulia ity n not hav i- a Ic » 
. vement fte ' first > rement irhi 1 is 1 >stri t\ 
■ form, 'tha. Vvnaet movement* ■ enter and make a pleasing 
effect. 
926. Macforren, Walter. Golden Slum¬ 
bers^ Grade IV................. 
A rpleasin radle i nj - 1 >’ , itM to ila; L* % 
• ex cut i and § sni * to iwak n the finer sense of 
musical feeling. It la finely edited by Bern. Bbekelman. 
To strengthen the Angers. r 
\ To improve the touch. 
/ To ensure flexibility and rapidity. 
To give correct position of the hand. 
To sa > ii e and * vas am un > labor 
PfHQE 83.60, Net, 
Unqualified endorsement of leading artists and teachers, among whom 
J\ Mills < - Loma Maas,-Mai un Bi ■*-. u e, B " r G t 
bbck, Carkyub- Pckbsium, etc., etc. 
Send for circular giving detailed information. 
i@8 T HE IT XT T E 
Indispensable to Organists. COURSE IN HARMONY. 
Brown’s Interludes..........Cloth, $2.00 
Brown’s. 033 Modulations to and from all 
mqjor and minor keys......Cloth, $2.00 
Every page of these works is replete with the richest harmonies, most 
brilliant progressions, and novel effects in chord combination. 
Brown’s Voluntaries. Vol. I..Cloth, $2.00 
A collection of rare pieces of unusual beauty. 
THESE BKILHANT CONGEST PIECES, 
TOR TWO MANUALS AND PEDAL. 
Meditations in D. Thome.$ .40 
Andante GraMoso. Lysbef.g..... .40 
Offertolre on a Theme by Heller. Brown....... .40 
Send ns a postal card giving your address, and we 
will mail foil deecriptive specimen pages and special 
prices on direct orders. 
BROWN BROS.,Trenton, lew Jersey. 
JOHN C. FILLMORE. 
“We know no other work in which a musical student can learn so 
much about harmony in fifty pages of text and examples for exer¬ 
cise.”—The Nation, New York. 
This work is based on the ideas of Da. Hugo Rikmann, and has as 
an appendix his lecture on “ The Nature of Harmony.” 
“ A careful perusal (of this) will enable students to see clearly the 
drift of modern speculation in music.”—Nation. 
Dr. Riemann, “ The greatest living musical theorist.”—The Nation. 
AN ELEGANT GIFT. 
FAMOUS THEMES-OF. 
GREAT COMPOSERS. 
EDITED BY MISS CHARLOTTE W. HAWES. 
FOURTH EDITION. PRICE, 75 CENTS. 
A collection of/oe simile reproductions of the most famous themes 
of the great composers, exactly as originally written. A rare and 
valuable collection of exceptional interest to all musicians, not only 
on account of the fact that we are able to Bee just how the great 
masters began the actual work on their most celebrated sompositions, 
but because of the deep personal interest contributed by the auto¬ 
graphic reproduction. The following partial list of contents shows 
the worth of the book : “ I know that my Redeemer liveth,” Handel: 
Sonata, Op. 26, Beethoven; Song, Mozart; Prelude, “Ave Maria,” 
J. Sebastian Bach: “Erl King,” Franz Schubert; “Song without 
Words,” Mendelssohn; “ Overture toTannhauser,” Wagner. 
Address, 
THEO PRESSER, 




Instruction and Pleasure Combined. 
A SPLENID GAME FOR EVERY HOME. 
This game consists of cards, on which the different cotes and ftegta 
are printed, one on every card. After a number are distributed among 
the players, the cards are played iu succession and added together as 
they are played until the .value of a whole note is reached, when it 
counts one for the person who played the last card and completed the 
whole note. This gives a general idea only. Full directions, with 
rules for a number of different games, tables showing the note*, regia, 
keys, Ac., accompany the game; i 
Those learning to play the'Plano, Organ, Violin, or any other Instru¬ 
ment; those who'sing; those who wish to read music faster; in toot, all 
, who are interested in saaaio, need this charming game. 
It teaches the value of notes and rests. X 
The ssmee of the notes. 
The various keys in which music is written. 
The different kinds of time. 
Practice in musical fractions. 
The sasiMsi way to learn to read music. ' 
You learn, while playing an interesting game. 
It is readily learned, evenby children. 
devotfed to playing this game is not wasted, as in most games. 
AsspfeudM gime for evening parties, " ! 
• A new departure—-kintlrely unlike any other game. 
Parents can teach their children the rudiments of music, even if not 
musicians themselves. • \ 
Intewirting to old and young, beginners and advanced alike. . -~ 
Those intending to study music will find-lrto,their advantage to play 
this game a while before beginning lessons T ' 
By GEO. H. HOWARD, A. M. 
PRICE $1.60. 
Easily Understood. Interesting. Thorough. Adapted for a short course 
or tor an extended period of study.. A groat saving of 
time to teachers. A real help to students. 
This work is being received with great favor, and is already intro¬ 
duced in several of the best conservatories in this country. In pamphlet 
form it has had a large sale, and now that it Is completed, it seems sore 
to take a leading place among works on Harmony. 
Simple explanations, short sentences and plain language throughout 
are features which will commend themselves to teachers and students. 
It will lead students not only to a theoretical acquaintance with Har¬ 
mony, but also to become able to distinguish intervals, chords, progres-. 
sions and treatments by ear sb readily as with the eye. 
By means of an agreeable variety of exercises the Interest of the 
course is well sustained. It will not be found dry by any careful stu¬ 
dent. Many of the exercises are decidedly novel in a text-book of this 
kind, never having appeared before. 
The book will be found interesting and helpful in every way to the 
teacher and the pnpil. It is also rich in suggestions for general im¬ 
provement and In reviews. In sdmnc^t study it will be found invalu¬ 
able. 
The conviction of its excellence will strengthen sis it is 
used, and it is safe to predict that this will prove the most 
popular work on Harmony yet published. 
Address 
THEO. PRESSER, Publisher, 
; 1704, Chestnut. St.4 Philadelphia, Pa. 
+ SPENGLER’S + 
System of Technic, 
* FOR THE PIANO-FORTE. 
PRICE, 91.50. limp Cloth, 93 00 
Ail Original and highly Interesting Wor^ for 
Professional and Axnateur. 
JUST PUBLISHED. 
We offer in this System of Technic a work that Is 
calculated to arouse new interest and enthusiasm, and 
point out the road to higher and nobler possibilities. 
While the aim has bees to set before the player 
new and interesting matter, yet the more important 
facts are constantly kept in the foreground, to wit:— 
to develope the weaker fingers, and .to equalize the 
touch, to create an independence of execution, to ac¬ 
custom fingers and hands alike to every possible posi¬ 
tion in all major and minor keys, and to cultivate the 
mind as well as the fingers, 
Myice to Young Students of the Pianoforte. 
By ALBERT W. BORST. 
PRICE, 10 Cto. 
Some good advice for every one studying the plana 
WHAT SHALL WE PLAY. 
By CARL REIKECKE. 
PRICE, 25 CTO. 
Letters from a renowned musician and teacher to a lady. 
GRAND, SQUARE, aM UPRIGHT 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
have attained an 
U N PURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE, 
Which establishes them as 
UNEQUALED 
—in— 
flue, M, lortaisMp, ani DnraMlitf! 
Ivory Plano My Warranted for 5 Years. 
Wi. KNABE & CO., 
82 ft 24 E. Baltimore Street, BALTIMOiRE. 
148 Fifth Ave., near 20th St.. NEW YORK. 
817 Pennsylvania Ave., WASHINGTON, D. C. 
TWO WORKS FOR PIANO PLAYERS. 
THE ARTISTS’ REPERTOIRE 
PRICE $1.00 IN BOARDS. 
CONTENTS. 
Hondo Capriccioso. Op. 14.... Mendelssohn. 
Impromptu. Op. 142, No. 2. (Ab.).Schubert. 
Polonaise. Op. 40, No. 1. (A maj.)..F. Chopin. 
March Herolque.H. Yon BUlow, 
Polish Dance. Op. No. 1.  .Scharwenka. 
Une Perle. (Bluette).   Behr. 
The Hunter’s Horn.F. Yon KomatzkJ. 
The Mill.........  Jensen. 
Cacoucha. Caprice.  .Bail. 
Priests’ March, from Athalia.Mendelssohn. 
Students of Sorrento .. Celega. 
Pavan.... .Sharpe. 
Turkish March.  ..Mozart. 
Pomponette. (Style Louis XV):.. Durand. 
Intermezzo et Valse ente.Ait. by Tracy. 
Melodie in.F.  ...Bubinsteln. 
Gypsy Bondo. From Trio No. 6.*.Haydn. 
Valse. Op. 33...Durand. 
Farewell to the Piano. Beethoven. 
Two Mexican Dances.Aviles. 
The Brook...    Pape. 
Springtime.  ;>...Carreno. 
Nel Cor Pin.... Beethoven. 
Theme Allemaad......-..Leybach. 
Pixis Valse...Pixls. 
Tarantelle.  Heller. 
Die Jagd. (The Chase).Bheinberger. 
Puritan!...  Leybach. 
Loure, from 3d Suite. J. S. Bach.A it. by Heiuze. 
Harmonious Blacksmith...  Hfindel 
™- STAIBABD DB1TTES. 
MUSIC TEACHERS. A Collection of Interesting 4-Hand Pieces. 
BY E. M. SEFTON. 
RE VISED EDITION. 
JVfce^ - ■■ - SO Cents® 
The hook contains everything for keeping Accounts 
of Music Teachers; Index j Daily Programme, a page 
for each pupil; Cash Account, Bills, Receipts, etc., etc. 
Address publisher, 
THEO. PJRESSERf 
904 Cfcwlant St, PfcladdpUs, PS. 
Price, 50 Gents. V ' 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRES8ER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
l^Ul TiVti, UI5UU uroiup UU UUUViClh, Vp. ..*.... SG QTEWART’S Celebrated Banjos, the Secret Love, Gavotte...Beach. 
* G leading and beet make. In use'by more profes- Bee-Saw Waltzes..;.-...Crowe. 
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PIANO PRIMER. 
Notes and Kemarka toy such Musicians as Dr. 
. -Wm. Mason, Mr. Wm. H. Sherwood, 
Mr. Albert R. Parsons, etc. 
It is concise ; it is exhaustive; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a standard work in most of 
the Colleges in America. ■ Its sales have been phenome¬ 
nal. Its price is very reasonable, .viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.00; in Board covers, 75 cents, and in paper 
covers, 60 cents. Address 
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FOR THE PIANOFORTE. 
By^E. W. KRAUSE. 
For Private, Class, or Self Instruction. 
A Systematic and Practical Treatment of Measure 
(Time) and Metrical Notation, in the form of scales and 
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The work affords material for acquiring the ability to 
read and play correctly in a comparatively short time. 
1704 CHESTNUT ST., PHILAD’A, PA. 
of lusical Terms. 
2600 TERMS DEFINED. 
• A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
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ward of 2600 definitions, covering about all that is 
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be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
PRICE 25 CENT®. 
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THE THREE POEMS FROM ‘‘BEN-HUR,” - 
BY GEN. LEW. WALLACE. 
By HENRY PETIT, Opus 8. 
I. “ Wake not, but hear me. Love!”---- 30 cents. 
II. The Song of the Nile, “ I Sigh as I Sing,” - 50 cents. 
III. “Kapila,” Warrlor-Prlest, Heroic Song, ... 60 cents. 
The above are all excellent songs, of medium difficulty, for soprano 
or tenor voice. 
Extract from a note by the author of the,musicto the author of thepoma. 
“Although the melodies are Anglo-Saxon in their motives, if the 
songs are intelligently rang by one who understands their musical con- 
caption an Eastern, impression may be produced upon the'hearer. 
“TL Thus in ‘The Song of the Nile,'' Iras is at first musing, and; 
formulates her wishes in a simple strain taken from thBTfioveihent to 
and'fro of palm trees; which leads her to break out in a prayer to the 
god Nilns. Just as this outburst is. developed, she hears the god’B 
answer, by the same strain in the dominant key, and is carried on by 
the words until she awakens to find It but a dream, and closes with her 
original musing ending in a loftier "aspiration. 
“IH. As to “Kapili’, The melody here again fe Anglo-Saxon, but 
the fire with which it should be atisg is that of a Hindoo enthusiast. 
If the singer can bring out the sentiment of the words, the strains will, 
it is hoped, be found a suitable vehicte for their expression. 
“;II. In the little * Song of iirrab ' th'e strings of the nebel have Sug¬ 
gested the treatment and.’ controlled, the movement. There are endless 
piano movements, embracing arpeggioe, for example', which might‘be 
exquisitely rendered to the, words of this poem, but in this case the 
simple chords have been used, as seemed suggested by the context * * * 
Tirsaix no doubt possessed much sentiment and .power of expJmslon, , ■ 
but it is extremely doubtful if she would have appreciates She style of- 
the modern virtuoso, JX''. I ■- 
“These three songs, if sang consecutively, in their order, reach a cer- > 
tain climax in themselves as a whole, qnd so considered may prove an 
appropriate number on a concert programme.” 
Address Publisher, ’ ' 
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STUDIES FOR THE PIANOFORTE, 
By G. ¥. BEYAIT, 
ESZlJ 
AN OPEBETTA. 
These studies are composed for the purpose of ovt 
coming special faults and defects-in piano ] 
They are to be used.only with pupils who have contracted 
certain_bad habits. They are a medicine rather than a 
tonic. The author has, in these studies, happily com¬ 
bined instruction with pleasure. ' 
Address publisher, • 
THEO - ERESSEB, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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'if 
Why continue to teach under the old-time method, with its drudgery and wn n n nerve-wearing in¬ 
fluences, when modern science provides a new method which gives greater results with less labor, 
together with strengthening effects upon the physical system ^instead of exhausting the nervous ener¬ 
gies, which constitute such an im¬ 
portant factor in piano playing. — ~ 
This new method is now being lltea 
used with great success" most 
eminent piano teachers, and at the 
leading Conservatories, Colleges 
of Music, Academies, etc. 
It is the result of a thorough 
investigation into the physiologi¬ 
cal side of piano playing, and 
involves most important scientific 
principles, which show plainly the 
causes of the great wear and tear 
upon the nervous system, result¬ 
ing from technical exercises at the 
piano, as also the reason of the 
small results produced thereby, 
compared with the time expended; while it provides a remedy by means of a 
practical embodiment of important theories, in a scientific apparatus for 
attaining the necessary physical results sought for by technical 
exercises, but which it accomplishes in much less time. 
Teachers and pupils should make themselves acquainted with the 
principles involved in this, new and economic method, which can now be 
obtained at a price within the reach of all, and which has at the head of its 
long list of eminent endorsers, the name of the greatest of pianists, the late 
AbbiS Liszt. 
Valuable information, in regard to this scientific 
method of training the hand, sent free, on application. HjT a 
For further particulars, apply to the inventor, 
—the— 
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•^1"AS WON SUCCESS ON ITS OWN MERITS and in a field peculiarly its own. Its aim has been, 
from the initial number, to encourage a love for higher class of music—to give forth helpful „ 
hints to the struggling teacher and ambitious amateur—to treat only practical subjects that deal directly 
with the study of music. It is alike helpful to teacher and pupil. It advocates no special theories. 
It treats every subject in the art, practically. It is not a journal for current musical events. Its 
articles have a permanent value—Personalities or the lauding of pet theories have no place in the 
columns of The Etude. It is devoted wholly to the interests of the musical profession and study of music. 
There are in The Etude several permanent departments, but the main portion of the journal is 
devoted to original articles by our leading teachers. Mr. Mathews will continue to conduct his^ “ Practical 
Letters to Teachers,” which have proved so stimulating to most of our teachers. The Question and 
Answer Department will be conducted, as in the past, by no one editor but the entire corps, and a 
number of specialists, as the case demands.^ Mrs. Tretbar will continue to have charge of the Musical 
Items, in which mention is made of the principal musical events at home and abroad A column will be 
given to Concert Programs, more for the purpose of making known the compositions suitable to public 
performance. Mr. Fillmore will have charge of New Publications Department, in which is reviewed the 
principal new works as they are issued. 
The music of The Etude aione is worth many times .the subscription price of the journal. There 
will be from 12 to 16 pages of choice music in each issue. The compositions will always be of meriF’S 
and within the range of ordinary players. We intend to make the music more of an object of the 
journal in the future. The pieces^ are always to be had in regular sheet music form. 
There will be no radical change made in any part of the journal. The field is broad enough, 
untold riches lie still unexplored, so there is no need to go seeking for attractions. Mr.. Presser will 
still have charge of the journal and all matter passes through his hands before publication*. 
Thd Etude relies for its support on the subscriptions received. The profession has been very 
liberal in its. .patronage and we hope to deserve the same in the year before us. To all those who 
desire to extend the circulafipn of The Etude we will send free a bundle of sample copies. To those 
* ■ ■ • 
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Air Moldave—Mazurka. Op. 36—W. Goidner .  Apr 
Delaware Waltz—Havernick—Behr. Dec 
Etude, op., 27 No. 2—Ad. M. Foerster.. .June 
Fair Isle Waltz—Meyer. Nov 
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